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Why Yahweh Detests  (by varying degrees)  Leaders of Christendom 
(Issue date:  03 Oct. 2016) 

Rev. 19 Jun 2018 
An  “Audit Report”  giving:   Christendom's epitaph at the imminent close of The Gospel Age. 
 
Assertions by means of  “Statements”: 

(1) Yahweh  shall  be seen to be righteous by all intelligent entities of The Universe throughout  all  time. 
(2) Yahweh  must  be seen to be righteous by all humans over their  “2 part life”. 
(3) Iniquitous humans freely  choose  to never understand Yahweh's  “Righteousness”. 

 
Statement 1 occurs. 
Statement 2 shall occur. 
Statement 3 regrettably occurs. 
 
Yahweh  (= “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”  or simplified as  “I choose [who/what] becomes”).  The 
Almighty God,  has put in place  “The Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  (for every descendent of Adam and 
Eve)  which He has progressively explained in His Master Document  (The Bible)  for us to carefully digest and upon 
which to wholly hearken.    
Jesus Christ  (= “Yahweh is Salvation”  “Anointed”  =  “Yahweh's Anointed Saviour”  [for Mankind] = “JC”),  
Yahweh's beloved son  (where “beloved” = “agapao + phileo + storge”)  worked closely with Yahweh to ensure this  
“Most Righteous Plan”  was progressively fulfilled throughout all Mankind’s Time so that statement  (1) and (2)  occurs  
into/unto  The Eternity. 
Yahweh worked through His  “Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  both prior to,  and after,  JC's ministry and 
Ransom Sacrifice,  Whose purpose  was/is  to yield people who are demonstrable  “Champions”  of God's Word by 
publicly declaring themselves to be:  

(1)  Spiritual martyrs and are often  
(2)  Physical martyrs away from the present decadent world. 

These  “Early Adopters”  prove themselves to The World that Yahweh  was/is  “Righteous”  in selecting these 
demonstrable  “Champions of His Word”  to become  “The Leaders”  of  “The New Righteous World Order”  that shall 
operate under JC's Rule,  which shall immediately follow  “The Present Old Malevolent World Order. 
This righteous process was extensively documented in  The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament),  of which JC   

(1)  thoroughly explained (Mark.1v22)  during his ministry of 3 years  and then   
(2)  fulfilled by his lifestyle,  culminating in his Ransom Sacrifice,  to  “The Continued Furtherance”  of  “The 
Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  so that Statement 1 and Statement 2 above occurs.   

The Bible specifically exhorts us  as individuals  to become  “The Early Adopters”  who take upon ourselves  
“Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  in small matters  (to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle)  so 
that Yahweh shall give us more  “Responsibility”  in the 2nd part of our life  (Luke.19v16-19)! 
This  “Responsibility”  is to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  so that all people learn how to imitate 
JC over what becomes their 2 part physical life –  only made possible by JC's Ransom Sacrifice  (1John.2v2, 4v14). 

That is  “The Good News”   (= “The Gospel”). 
However,  “The Bad News”  is that during the last some 4000 years: 

Professional  leaders of “Religion”  have generally  done their utmost to despoil  “Yahweh's Most Righteous 
Plan for Human Salvation”!   

Professional leaders of “Religion”  in a wholesale manner have  operated  against  “The Fulfilment”  of  “Yahweh's 
Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”.  We can and do go into the many  examples/reasons  as to  how/why  later,  but  
“The Crux”  is that  “Worldly Affairs”  are championed with far more enthusiasm than  “The Progressive Fulfilment of 
The Salvation of Mankind”,  precisely as JC warned in most of his teaching  (some examples are Matt.6v24, 22v20-22,  
hence  Luke.16v1-8, 20v16, etc.). 
At this stage may I ask the reader:  “Do  YOU  personally know … ”    

1. What is  “Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation”? 
2. How does  “Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation”  righteously operate? 
3. Why  Yahweh requires His  “Early Adopters”? 
4. Know and Understand  all the prophecies and allegories throughout The Bible that magnifies Yahweh by 

underwriting His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  in a wonderful three-dimensional manner throughout  “Time”? 
In addition,  if  YOU  do not know the answers to these four perfectly valid questions,  then we may justifiably ask: 

“What have our professional leaders of “Religion”  been teaching for the last 4000 years?” 
And that is precisely  “The Problem”  Yahweh  had/has  with both  “The 1st Epoch Israel  (= Jews)  and  “The 2nd Epoch 
Israel”  (= Christians),  but Yahweh knew this would occur and prophesied accordingly with warnings: 

(1) For our edification and   
(2) To universally demonstrate His  “Righteousness”  (thereby confirming  Statement 1 and 2 at the beginning). 

My website  “FutureLife.Org”  thoroughly answers the four questions and  gives the tools to  audit  YOUR  worldly  
Christian leader to see where  he/she  lays within  “The Normal Gaussian Distribution”  of  “Competence”  to represent 
Yahweh.  Yahweh  only  selects 144000  “Early Adopters”  (Rev.14v1-4)  over the some 2000 year Gospel Age who 
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precisely imitate JC,  and  rejects  all  other Christian leaders as the majority being  “variously delinquent”  under  “the 
middle of The Curve”,  to the worst,  being  charlatan Christian leaders at the other side of  “The Normal Gaussian 
Distribution”  of any standard population  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).   It should be noted,  the 144000  “Early Adopters”  are  
beloved by Yahweh in the  one/same  manner as He did of JC  (Matt.3v17, 17v5)  because they  precisely imitate  JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  and they  are  considered as  “The Scum of The World”  (1Cor.4v9-13)  to be  “The Last/Least”  of 
The World.  Yet by contrast,  the  charlatan Christian leaders,  detested by Yahweh,  are beloved by The World,  and 
Christians flock in their millions upon millions to attend these sermons and circus performances orchestrated by  “The 
Ring Masters”.  They ignored the warnings given by JC  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23),  because  “naturally”  their 
leaders would  not  teach of such things in The Bible  (of all these given citations)!   The separation between these two 
groupings is further delineated by Paul at Rom.9v13 within its context based upon the prophecy given by  Mal.1v2-3;  
please see my local commentary. 
It must be clearly understood  worldly Christian leaders are so very good at teaching “Religion”  like their counterparts 
throughout all of “Religion”,  but they are  absolutely useless  at teaching what JC taught some 2000 years ago,  of 
which I call:  “1st Century Christianity”! 

Let us together go through a number of examples to demonstrate precisely what I mean. 
 
Example 1. 
Our Christian leaders go out of their way to espouse  “Love”  in their sermons,  almost to such an extent as to presume 
that  “Christians”  have a monopoly of  “Love”  and by implication,  all  non-Christians  (both atheist and those people 
of other religious)  are devoid of  “Love”.    
That becomes the first complaint regarding “Love”;  I have against these leaders of Christendom.   
       Do these leaders expect atheists and people in other religions not to teach that:  “We are to love one another?” 
Now we enter my second complaint with these leaders regarding “Love”.    
       They teach:  “We are to love our enemies”,  and by implication,  we  “Christians”  are better than  “non-Christians”.   
Then I look around me and see Christian leaders on both sides of a conflict supporting the soldiers of each side to kill 
each other!   Then closer to home,  I look at how many Christians behave to their neighbours in a most  unloving  
manner!   The first word that comes to my mind when viewing all this is:  “Hypocrites”! 
Let me now move onto my third complaint with these leaders regarding “Love”.   
They only teach of the word  “Love”,  when actually there are four Greek words for  “Love”  and other  sub-words  for 
“Love”,  where  “the meanings”  for each are so  very different. 

Because our  worldly Christian leaders  never  explain the difference,   
then I assume they do  not  understand:  “The Difference”   within these various words for  “Love”! 

Moreover,  if these leaders do not know the difference,  then certainly their congregational members do not know  “The 
Difference”  between these words for  “Love”! 

In fact as I explain later in this section,  I strongly suggest that  everyone  has precisely  “the  wrong”  
understanding for the word:  “Love”. 

Let me explain the four basic Greek words for  “Love”: 
Agapao:  {Edifying Love}/{Love by Principle}.  The Mind is driven  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 
Agape:  (a subgroup of Agapao):  Charity.  The Physical Works freely done  (for  no  return)  to edify our neighbour. 
       The above two words are extensively used in The New Testament. 
Phileo:  {Attractively Loves}.  Common attributes causing a natural affinity between likeminded people. 
Storge:  {Family Love}.  An innate bond between  brother/sister  and/to  father/mother  ('blood thicker than water'). 
Eros:  {To self-indulge}.  Animalistic desires to satisfy “The Immediacy”.  One form  would be  “sexual gratification”. 

While  “eros”  is not used in The New Testament,  there are other  sub-groups  of the above used words. 
“Agapao”  is hardly witnessed within The World  (except performed by a  very few  people). 
“Agape”  is witnessed  most publicly by leaders of politics, religion and commerce,  in  direct contrast  to what The 
Bible teaches  (Matt.6v1-4)  and thus we deduce this  'gifting'  is wholly feigned  (precisely  examine/audit  why modern  
'charity'  is done in the manner that it is)!    Yet many lowly people of The Public give real charity! 
“Phileo”  certainly occurs within likeminded congregations,  naturally encouraged by  worldly Christian leaders for 
many reasons that could be discussed here,  but critically the common denominator could be  “eros”  (see below). 
“Storge”  unlikely to occur except by definition,  “within families”.   It should occur within  “The One Spiritual Family”  
headed-up  by Yahweh through JCg  (= JC as 'the specific god' of us)  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  operating as 
a  presence/parousia  within all hearkening members.   Yet clearly this does  not  occur as we witness within and 
between Christian groupings,  and thus we reason that  “The Word of God”  (= JC)  does not operate within these 
people,  –  hence more  “hypocrisy”! 
“Eros”  profusely operates within  “humans”,  having an  animalistic/carnal  mind  and this we witness throughout 
society,  people of  “Religion”  are  not  excluded,  but often are the most proficient in this specific form of  “Love”! 

What do I mean? 
Religious people come together to fraternise their emotions  (“emotions”  = “operations of an animalistic/carnal mind”). 
Naturally,  it is under the supposed  'worship'  of a deity  (where religious leaders deliberately and completely confuse 
what  “worship”  really means  to their deluded devotees,  when based upon a definition of  “worship”  as would be 
determined by Yahweh). 
Therefore,  this becomes the fourth complaint within this section,  of which I have with  worldly Christian leaders  (as a 
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subset of “Religion”). 
       They spin the yarn that “The Almighty God”  likes to receive  'worship'  as defined by  “leaders of Religion”. 
This is done in the  one/same  manner that  “leaders of Politics”  would like to receive this  same form  of  “worship”!   
But The Bible teaches us that Yahweh thinks and reasons  completely differently  to the way men  (and women)  think 
and reason,  and hence  The World  (as  presently constructed by its leaders  throughout society)  hates what JC as  “The 
Word of God”  represents  (John.17v14-16, 18v36, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, etc.). 
Have the devotees who patronise  “Religion”  actually analysed  precisely why  they are members of  “Religion”? 

I strongly suggest:  “No!” 
Perhaps I could suggest some reasons: 

Spiritual  ‘atmosphere’  (“I feel good”  at the time and afterwards,  because of my experience with friends). 
See my friends  (I like to socialise – ‘get the latest gossip’). 
Betting on eternal life  (as an insurance policy,  give what  “I want” to God,  to get something  “I want” back). 
The leaders  'pat me on the back'  and  say  'God loves you'  (of course they would,  they must feed-off people, 
Matt.7v15, 10v16,  Acts.20v29, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.). 

Yet what does  “The Almighty God”  (“Yahweh”)  think of this? 
He detests this  “orchestration”  by leaders of “Religion”  (Isa.1v11-16, Amos.5v21-23, etc.) 
As the context of those citations tell us,  Yahweh Desires us  “to fulfil His Desire”  as given in  “The Word of God”,  
which is  not  directly to praise Him,  but  “to achieve a perfect society”,  which itself  praises Yahweh’s  Attributes! 
Which occurs if we personally imitate JC over our 2 part life,  noting the two layered assigned responsibilities. 
If we do not know  “The Word of God”,  then we are supposed to meet together,  to learn  what  “His Desire”  may be. 
Sadly,  as I am explaining,  that is  the very  last  thing we are taught  (if at all)  when we come together in  “Religion”! 
When we learn  “Yahweh's Desire”  then we understand what  “Yahweh Desires in our Worship of Him”  is precisely as 
we are taught in the context of those citations,  that I know of which:  Christian devotees  never  realised were in The 
Bible! 

Why? 
Because  worldly Christian leaders  never  correctly teach what is:  “Yahweh's Desire”  (as my  “Examples”  given later 
that fill this 27 page document will so very clearly demonstrate). 
They only teach what is  “The Desire of their devotees”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  because these leaders  “have the appearance of 
godliness,  but proving false to its power  (to reform the mind to imitate JC)”  as we are told at  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16. 
Therefore,  we forthrightly conclude: 

Our leaders of Religion do not really  “Love”  (= agapao)  us to deliver  “Real Charity”  (= agape)  so that we 
learn how to truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
However,  as  “professional people”  they do  “Love” (= eros)  us to  self-indulge  upon what they can get out 
of their compliant clientèle when  ‘farmed like cattle’  (Matt.7v12-15),  because  'the cattle'  “Love” (= eros)  
what they are given  “to please their animalistic minds”   (taught how  “not  to personally reform”)! 

As we are taught by JC:   
“You know The Tree,  by examining The Fruitage”  (Matt.7v16-20)! 

I could give  ‘hundreds’  of examples of nonsense teaching that our leaders of “Religion”  give regarding  “Love”,  but 
first let me explain how Yahweh specifically views  “Agapao and Agape”. 

Obvious JC was the personification of  “Love”.   
“Oh dear – I sound like our religious leaders in their drawl!”    

Yet the difference is that I am not going to then meander off into a worldly form of  “Love”,  as would our religious 
leaders in their abstract manner,  within their so very proficient worldly course of silver-tongued mantra! 
Let me repeat: 
      Agapao:  {Edifying Love}/{Love by Principle}.  The Mind is driven  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 
      Agape:  (subgroup of Agapao):  Charity.  The Physical Works freely done  (for  no  return)  to edify our neighbour. 
Thus,  taking The Christian example  “Love your enemy”  means we must:  “Edify our enemy to our own hurt”. 
Now this is a new concept  (because it is  never  taught correctly by our  worldly Christian leaders).   
This phrase ideally means:  “We bring our enemy to understand  how  they could become a future son of God.” 
Because this is never taught correctly by our  worldly Christian leaders,  either to their neighbour  or  enemy  ‘by virtue’  
they have no idea what this concept truly means,  then,  they clearly do  not  “agapao us”! 
By consequence,  they fall afoul on the primary requirement in The New Testament for us to  personally  aim for  “The 
Goal”  to become  “Christ”  (= “Anointed”  noting Gal.4v14, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev,1v6,  etc.),  to which end our  
worldly Christian leaders completely  mess-up  in both departments  (personally and for their devotees),  when they 
speak:  “They are for  “the higher calling”! 

Do they get anything correct?    
Virtually nothing  when it comes to what JC specifically taught as  “1st Century Christianity”! 

Yet they are so very proficient at teaching  “Religion”  –  as are their other  “professional counterparts”! 
Now we know what Yahweh Desires to fulfil His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  to bring forth The Millennium 
(Rev.14v1-4),  being another concept that is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders in their  ‘near-useless’  and 
so very  “worldly”  sermons,  then we can understand what this phrase:  “Love our enemy”  means. 
Our  “enemy”  by definition  “hurts us”,  we are taught by JC  not  to respond by a  “return hurt”,  but to walk away 
from the situation  (in the extreme at Matt.5v39, Luke.6v29),  we are to defuse the tension.  Then hopefully,  our  
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‘enemy’  will look at us and quietly contemplate upon our  ‘unusual’  actions both to the perpetrator and to  The World  
in general.  Ideally,  our enemy will come to us and ask us about our actions,  what makes us think and act in the manner 
that we behave  (in our desire for “The Goal”).  This gives us the opportunity to start teaching “1st Century Christianity”  
(but certainly  not  “worldly Christianity”  that covers the planet today)  so the recipient can learn to understand what 
Yahweh truly desires from us today to achieve  “The Future Goal”  at two levels,  of which are: 

1. 144000 future sons of God as elected by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  from out of The Gospel Age. 
2. A perfected society made  “just so”  during The Millennium. 

All this could be amplified within a huge book,  and I do just this on my website:  “FutureLife.Org”,  consisting of some 
4,000,000 words of original material constructed over perhaps 50,000 plus man-hours of work. 
A subset of this would concern  “forgiveness”.   
Our  worldly Christian leaders completely  “screw this up”  in their very pathetic reasoning to make Yahweh look stupid 
to the  sane/reasoning  mind!   Perhaps I had better unscramble this and teach us what  The Bible  really  teaches us.  
Actually,  there are two different words used in The Greek for what is universally considered as  “sin”,  one is  
“unintentional”,  and the other is  “intentional”.  When we take everything in Bible context,  then we are taught that we 
are  only  expected to  “forgive”  hurtful people  if and only if,  they  sincerely repent of their actions.    
We are equally instructed  not  to personally harbour  ill-feeling  to  “hurtful people”,  so that   

(1)  we do not become mentally damaged  (having put  “the hurt”  to one side),  nor   
(2)  escalate the situation into something more painful  (for either side),  and   
(3)  we become invitingly positioned to truly  “forgive”  the  “hurtful person”  if  they sincerely repent to us.   

From (3) above,  we become positioned to teach the  repentant  “hurtful person”  about   
(1)  why we can forgive them and   
(2)  teach them of The Millennium Expectation.   

To be able to do this successfully,  then we  must  have  “accurate knowledge”,  “assurance”  and  “fidelity”  to what is 
“The Proven”  (by  assay/test/examination)  “Absolute Truth”,  hence the next section  “Example 2”. 
And to close off this section then I should comment on  “God loves us”  profusely said by our so deviously deceptive 
worldly Christian leaders evidently  not  knowing their subject matter  (exhibiting their  demonstrable  “ignorance”)! 
Let me state:  “Yes and No!” 
But  not  in the manner as implied by our  worldly Christian leaders:    

Yahweh presently  detests  us as  “humans”! 
Because Yahweh does  not  want  “humans”,  but only  “people who imitate JC”  to  live/exist  into The Eternity! 

Let me unscramble their deliberately deviant sales spiel  (to  hook-in  the hapless victim as prey). 
Yes – Yahweh  “agapao”  us – to edify us to become  Christ-like  in our future state. 

(That is why He and JC have worked so hard to save  whosoever will change.) 
No – Yahweh does  not  presently  “phileo”  us to become  “storge”  because we act  “eros”. 

(Yahweh does not like “sin”,  and  “sinful people”  cannot become part of His future family.) 
If  we  personally reform  over what shall become our  “2 part life”  (more later)  then:- 

Yes – Yahweh will  “agapao”  us because we are Christ-like  in our future state  (if  we achieve it). 
Yes – Yahweh will  “phileo”  us to become  “storge”  because we do  not  act  “eros”. 

This is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  because they  never  teach it,  but a  highly distorted  and 
unrighteous form of this!   They should be exhorting us to personally improve to become  “The Early Adopters”  of  
“The Word of God”,   thereby enabling  “The Trigger Threshold”  of “144000”  to come more quickly  (see later).  
However  if  they do know and have deliberately remained silent on this issue  then  they stand  doubly accused  before 
Yahweh’s Judgement upon them  (James.3v1)! 
Please see my commentaries at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc. that fully explains what this entirely means. 
It must be understood from the implied teaching of  “Love”  as given by our wholly delinquent and reprobate  worldly 
Christian leaders,  then there is  no incentive to improve,  because we are  (supposedly)  ‘acceptable’  as we are!   
In fact,  within some of their sermons they state precisely that lie  (imitating their spiritual Father,  John.8v44)!  

But this is absolutely  not  true  (Rom.3v23)!   
We must  personally  make  The Change  (to precisely imitate JC over our 2 part life),   else  “we  will  fail”. 

By contrast: 
If  we think we are  “good enough”  (Matt.3v7-10,  as publicly expressed by leaders of “Religion”)  and thus 
not  (spiritually)  ill   (Matt.9v12, Mark.2v17, Luke.5v31),  deeming ourselves not to require  “The Word of 
God”  to become  “The Power”  to reform our heathen minds.  
Then  we shall be annihilated,  destined  not  to live in  “The Most Perfect Environment”  in the 2nd part of our 
physical life for an eternity.    

It cannot be made starker than that! 
Can the reader now start to understand  “The Righteous Truth”  sourced by Yahweh as given in The Bible,  and  
“the unrighteous Fiction”  sourced by leaders of “Religion”  passing  “God’s Word”  through  “The Mincer”  of 
Rev.22v18-19  for a nice  self-indulgent  worldly return  (for  ‘professional people’  making a living out of it)?    

Moreover,  I have hardly started yet  -  we have many luminary examples yet to study over the next some twenty pages! 
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Example 2. 
Another word that is repetitively used within  “Religion”  given  without any thought  to what it really means is the 
word:  “Faith”. 
This word is  ‘blindly used’  in the manner,  that I suggest is  “Blind faith”,  upon which atheists justifiably lambast! 
Perhaps I should first explain what the word  “Faith”  really means,  and why  “Religion’s Faith”  is  “blind faith”. 
“Faith”  is a composite word comprising of three things,  and  without any one  of these three components,  then what 
the person has is  “blind faith”.  As we will see,  most religious people are lacking at least  “two”  of the required 
components! 

“Real  Faith”  =  {Accurate Knowledge  +  Assurance  +  Fidelity} 
Let us first define these terms on the  right-hand  side of the equation and then I would like to give an example of  “Real 
Faith”,  being that of  “gravity”  and then contrast that with the,  then demonstrable,  “blind faith”  that clouds  all  of  
“Religion”  on this planet. 
“Accurate Knowledge”.  There is either  “Knowledge”  or  “Accurate Knowledge”.  In  secular  “professional” 
occupations comprising of engineers, doctors, builders, etc. there is both  “accurate knowledge”  and sadly  (inaccurate) 
“knowledge”.  Most importantly these  secular  occupations  “demonstrate the accuracy of their knowledge”  over a 
fairly short period of time,  and thus  “accurate knowledge”  taught and tested yields  “assurance”,  which is then 
applied with  “fidelity” within certain individuals that readily divides out their core competence within  “The Standard 
Gaussian Distribution”.   More shall be given later about this.   However,  to gain  “Accurate Knowledge”  then we must 
go to a reliable and trusted source,  in secular occupations there are both good and bad sources for this information.   
By contrast,  in  “Religion”  there are almost  zero  sources for  “good information”  supposedly given by  religious  
“professional”  people to yield:  “Human Salvation”  being Yahweh’s Goal  (noting Yahweh’s qualities at Eze.33v11, 
2Pet.3v9),  more later on this. 
“Assurance”.  For a person to both  “understand their subject matter”  and be  “wholly conversant in its application”  
then the user must first gain  “assurance”.  Assurance comes by thoroughly  testing/assaying/proving  both practically  
(= works)  and within the mind  (= spiritually).  It is by this method of understanding by  trial/test/assay  the user 
becomes fully  comfortable/competent  with what they know  -  and  if   “The Knowledge”  is  “accurate knowledge”  
being  tested/trialled/assayed  then the user becomes fully assured by  “The Results”  endorsing what is known.  But by 
counter,  in  “Religion”  absolutely  nothing  is  tested/assayed/proven  -  just a collection of unquestioned  “hearsay”  
comprising of a  hocus-pocus  mismatch of  muses/ruminations  from supposed  “sages/gurus  of old”  on an ego trip of 
self-vanity!   I know because I have read much of this in the past. –  My  educated  conclusion is this:  “It is all bogus”! 
“Fidelity”.  This is the third requirement to demonstrate  “Real Faith”,  else again it becomes  “Blind Faith”.  We as 
individuals must put into practise what we  (1) accurately know and upon which we  (2) have assurance to be 
competently able to perform to what we know.  Clearly if we do not practise what we  “confidently know”,  then we are 
hypocrites to what we claim is our  “real faith”!   Again,  we only need witness what occurs within  “Religion”,  many 
advocates say one thing and then do another!   Need I say anymore – except:  “Blind faith”! 
Now I have defined:  “Real Faith”,  then let me give a universal example to understand  “faith”  in a practical sense. 

My example would be  “gravity”. 
When we were a baby having no knowledge of  “gravity”  –  we were protected from it by our parents. 
As we aged,  we learnt from an accurate source  (by personal experience)  of an  “inviolate law of nature”,  physically 
expressed upon ourselves.  We gained  “accurate knowledge”. 
We were then positioned to  test/assay/prove  its effects by,  walking, jumping,  dropping and throwing things,  also 
being the recipient of objects falling upon us.   We gained  “assurance”  in what we knew by trial and error. 
Finally when fully mobile,  we can encompass The Planet upon which  “gravity”  operates in a  “uniform manner”  
thereby allowing us to put into practise what we  (1) accurate know and upon which we have  (2) gained assurance. 
We are now positioned to practise with  “fidelity”  what we know about  “gravity”. 
We have two options when walking near to a cliff face. 

1. We can avoid the edge so that we do not kill ourselves  (= real faith). 
2. We can walk over the edge because we  “believe”  ‘we will not die’  (= blind faith). 

This can obviously be applied to secular occupations where  “Secular Professionals”  demonstrate:  “Real faith”. 
This same reasoning can obviously be applied to  “Religion”  whose incumbents demonstrate:  “Blind faith”! 
Where secular people prove what they know,  religious people do not care to prove what they know for righteousness! 
Let us return to that proven  (by the above reasoning)  equation:- 

“Real  Faith”  =  {Accurate Knowledge  +  Assurance  +  Fidelity} 
When we apply that equation to  “Religion”  then based upon what I know and witness,  then perhaps 99.9%  (with 
suitably applied error bands)  of religious people cannot even get onto the first square of  “Accurate Knowledge”,  let 
alone having all three requirements to gain  “real faith”,  and therefore they  ALL  operate upon  “blind faith”. 
All  “Religion”  (excluding  “worldly Christianity”  just for the moment)  is based upon recorded  unquestioned  
“hearsay”  (as defined by The Lawyer Profession)  within its various  ‘master documents’  and thus must be dismissed 
as non-evidential.  Where the supposed  ‘Evidence’  is so very planer  (two dimensional)  having no cross supporting 
substance  (as required in a Court of Law),  being just fanciful wishes to supposedly yield  “Mankind’s Salvation”,  
where  any  sub-component  of  “Religion”  can be  spiritually destroyed  within 3 or 4 layers of the question:  “Why”.  
Worldly Christianity on the other hand,  has access to  “Accurate Knowledge”. 
Yet to their shame,  its protagonists fail at various levels: 
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(1)  not  learning  “The Accurate Knowledge” (2Tim.3v15-17),    
(2)  not  personally  testing/proving/assaying  “The Accurate Knowledge”  and finally for those  very few  
people remaining,  even fewer  of them are prepared to complete The Course  (1Cor.9v23-26)  to   
(3)  act with fidelity  (2Tim.2v5)  to what  he/she  “competently knows”,  which makes “Christians”  “The 
Worst”  of all religious people  (when assayed by Yahweh)! 

Actually,  144000 people (Rev.14v1-4)  from out of some 3 billion Christians throughout The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 
22v14)  operate in  “Real faith”  and shall achieve  “The Goal of Anointing”  by Yahweh,  made possible by JC. 
And by contrast  “worldly Christianity”  delivers millions of demonstrable  “professional hypocrites”  (Luke.20v16, 
etc. having falling afoul of Matt.6v24, 22v20-22, etc.),  who delude their subjects into believing they are  “Children of 
God”,  when actually it is  only  Yahweh who chooses  (Matt.20v23)  to yield  “The Trigger Threshold”  and hence  
(Matt.24v36).  However we  are  all to  actively aim  to become  “Children of God”  with the  most strident vigour,  by 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus ideally be positioned to personally solve:  “The Mystery of God”! 
Which is quite simply stated as being: 

“How is it possible for a creation (= us)  to be like its creator  (= JCg,  Gen.1v26, John.1v1-4)?” 
The answer is: 

“To precisely imitate  The Creator.” 
And it is  “The 3rd Party Assessor”  “Yahweh”  who  “Makes become  who/what  He chooses to become”  judges in 
“The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  those specific people having been  “driven by agapao during The 
Gospel Age to yield agape”  in the 1st part of their physical life  (Matt.25v31-45 at The Spiritual Level,  see my local 
commentaries).  By doing so,  they have perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  to 
achieve  “The Goal of Anointing”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  and by consequence,  become future  
“sons/children of God”  alongside JCg  (Matt.12v48-50, 20v23, etc.).   Having demonstrably  “become begotten”  of 
Yahweh  (via His Word,  of/following  their template, JC/JCg  Psm.2v7, Rev.1v5)  and thus truly  “Born Again”. 
It should be noted the above section of some 20 lines is  incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian leaders because 
they teach  none  of this their  ‘near-useless’  sermons  (as regards to  “The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire”)  and if they 
do know,  and have remained silent upon what they know  (Luke.16v19-21+)  then they stand  doubly accused  
(Luke.12v46-48).   In all instances they  only  operate according to  “blind faith”,  having  no  excuse,  in contrast to 
their counterparts in  “Religion”;  inasmuch  non-Christians have the excuse of not being motivated to access  “The 
Accurate Knowledge”  to even be in the position to gain it,  because  of the shenanigans  of  worldly Christian leaders 
giving such a  poor  representation of God’s Word!   Precisely as did the Jews to The Gentiles before JC’s 1st Advent 
under  “The 1st Covenant”  (= The Law of Moses).   I explain all this to the  very lowest detail  on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
 
Example 3. 
My next topic to understand precisely why  worldly Christian leaders are detested by Yahweh would be the subject on 
“Prayers”,  both in the content and application thereof! 
Let me start with  “Content”. 
Sadly,  we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders to pray with an  “eros love”  inasmuch  “I want …”  in direct 
contrast to what The Bible teaches us at James.4v2-3,  1John.5v14-15,  where we understand by extension that we ask 
for what  “we cannot do ourselves”  to achieve Yahweh’s Desire,  which is to:   

“Bring more TCs unto Him in our ministry and lifestyle”. 
Where  “TCs”  =  “True Christians”  =  “The Early Adopters”  =  “The 144000 people who precisely imitate JC”. 
Thus we are  “praying in supplication”  (= a prayer with a vow),  inasmuch we pray  for assistance  (alongside what we 
physically  cannot  personally do  within our local neighbourhood)  to achieve Yahweh’s Goal for us,  in  our work  to 
further  His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.   Absolutely Nothing Else! 

Anything else  is for personal vanity to  “self-indulge  an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
Another regular hypocritical  “asking”  goes along these lines: 
“Lord help me to be  … …”   “a  better/nice/good  person”,  “more knowledgeable”,  “closer to You”,  etc., etc., etc. 
A prayer about anything that sounds so wonderful to our listening peers,  and  puffs-up  the vanity of our pious self! 

Why is this hypocritical?    
So much so,  that Yahweh  spurns  such vain prayers made by  worldly Christian leaders and devotees alike! 
It is so very easy to explain;  quite simply: 

Yahweh has so kindly given us  “The Word of God”  and  we do not read it  (but only the ‘nice’ bits)! 
JC gave us his ministry and ransom sacrifice and we disrespect all of this because  we  refuse  to imitate him! 
The apostles almost broke their backs in working The Ministry free of charge and  we  ignore  their epistles! 

So after all this:     
Why  should Yahweh respond to our  demonstrably insincere  prayers? 

Where  “the inductive logic”  clearly tells us that we  (behaving as spoilt,  self-indulgent children)  could state: 
If  we do not become “better/nice/good” or “knowledgeable” or “closer”,  then  we are in our  “Human Rights”  
to  ‘blame Yahweh’  for not answering our prayers!     

How insulting is that to Yahweh!   
This is an abomination! 

Because there is,  something called:  “Personal Responsibility”  (to society in general).   
As shunned by leaders of “Religion”  in both their teaching and position to Yahweh as  “faithless slaves”. 
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This attitude shows what we truly think of Him and what He represents to us,  if we behave in this manner! 
Quite simply: 

If  we do not personally read  all  of God's Word,  also refuse to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  ignore 
the epistles,  and thus not personally fully hearken to this knowledge,   
Then  we certainly  will  be ignored by Yahweh in  “The 1st Resurrection”,  irrespective of all the  “nonsense”  
taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  'blowing smoke up the arse'  of their devotees  (for all the  self-
indulgent  worldly return these deluded devotees give to their leaders)! 
      Does the reader  really  think Yahweh is listening to these types of prayers made by these type of people? 

Please would someone contact me giving Bible citations  IN CONTEXT  to  'support'  their errant understanding? 
Over a period of some 50,000 man-hours I have generated the most accurate New Testament Translation on this planet,  
so accurate that it is commutative,  to perhaps recreate The Original Greek from my English Translation,  a claim that  
cannot  be made of  any other translation in existence today!   Together with the most comprehensive  inter-verse  
commentary available on this planet,  proves that I do know much of my Bible very well,  almost  'like the back of my 
hand',  but most importantly:  “I  thoroughly understand  it”  (unlike our  worldly Christian theologians,  else they would 
need to become humble)! 
I also heard some prayers made by a lady Chaplin stating:  “We think of those people in war torn lands … … ” 
How bogus and hypocritical is that – at several levels! 

1. It is good for us to think about these people,  just in case You Yahweh,  are not! 
2. I am pleased I remembered them,  because that is all I need do and now I can move onto the next subject! 
3. I have excused myself in imitating JC to bring forth the next generation of TCs in my local environment! 

This is the type of unedifying nonsense our religious leaders teach us! 
It excuses us from shortening this pain and suffering,  where the only thing that shall stop wars,  occurs at Rev.9v16-21,  
and that  cannot occur until  Yahweh can gain His proven 144000 TCs some 3.5 years earlier at  “The 1st Resurrection”!  
Yet this religious leader will get a  ‘pat on the back’  from her deluded devotees in a  “prayer of excuses”  (Jude.v4). 
Finally,  in this section on  “Content”,  we have our  worldly Christian leaders praying for worldly politicians,  and for 
an improvement in world conditions!   They really  “just do not get it!”    
This is  Satan's World  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)  and worldly politicians have  absolutely  no  intention  to personally 
fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  but only,  their  “own desire”  within this world  (John.17v14-16)  -  that is precisely why they 
climb to take their position over  “us”,  to personally gain  out of  “us”  through what their position gives  (as do 
professional religious leaders).   Moreover,  “To make The World a better place”,  Yahweh has given us instruction in 
The Bible,  and yet we do  not  read it in its entirety,  to even be positioned to know how to get onto,  and then off  “The 
1st Square”  onto the next square!   Consequently,  Yahweh  wholly ignores  these ridiculous prayer requests that are 
only made to give a semblance of mutual  validity/legitimacy  between both religious leader and politician  (all working  
hand-in-glove  with each other,  as we witness all around The World today).  It is cartel between politics and religion!  
Politicians control the mind of the people today,  and the religious leaders control the mind of the people to supposedly 
achieve  ‘the next life’,  from which,  they both  “Have control over everything!”   For which they both suitably charge! 
In addition,  to give some apparent authority,  they quote 1Tim.2v2,  deliberately ignoring  “The All Important Context”. 
The context tells us that we are to be praying in supplication for  all sorts of men  (so that through our ministry work,  
they can learn  “knowledge”  and then copy the apostles,  who imitate JC,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.). 
Then  Paul makes a differentiation,  he speaks of a  “specific grouping  of people”  (politicians),  for what reason? 

“So that we  (as the apostles)  may go on leading a calm and quiet life  … ”,   
With the crucial  all-important  last phrase:   

“This is fine and acceptable in the sight of our saviour,  God.” 
We must analyse  exactly what  Paul is saying here,  noting what was occurring to the apostles  (Acts.4v2-3, importantly 
Acts.4v26-27,  5v18, 6v12, 7v58-60, 8v1, 12v2, 12v5-6, 13v27-28, 13v45, 13v50, 14v19,  and  many more  citations). 
“The Political Leaders”  and  “The Jews”  (=  “Pious Unrepentant Religious leaders”)  of 1Tim.2v2  were persecuting 
The Apostles and stopping their ministry to the people of 1Tim.2v1.   So Paul suggests that Timothy prays unto Yahweh 
regarding  “The Political Leaders”  and  “The Pious Religious Leaders”  for Him  to intervene and stop  these two 
groups from persecuting  The Apostles  (as per my citations above),  so that The Apostles  remain unhindered  in The 
Ministry Work to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  
Fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire means:    

To gain the next generation of TCs,  so that over a period of some 2000 years,  Yahweh is then able to gain His 
144000 prophesied TCs,  to then  bring-in  The Millennium,  for  “The Resurrected World”  to be purified! 

After those two verses,  then we have  the all-important  covering phrase  for Paul's suggestion to Timothy: 
“This is fine and acceptable in the sight of our Saviour,  Yahweh.” 

WHY  should Paul add this comment of v3 to v2,  if he has already stated it about  hearkening recipients  of v1? 
That is a rhetorical question,  because the answer becomes obvious! 

General prayers as given in the manner by our  worldly Christian leaders are  absolutely  NOT  acceptable  to Yahweh. 
However,  the only acceptable form of prayers that can be made regarding our  “non-hearkening”  worldly leaders is 
that:   

“They keep off our back”  so that we  (as apostles)  can continue in our ministry to progressively move forward 
Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  being  the entry verse 1  into this subject matter! 

Thus,  we have:   
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“The Objective”  of v1,   
“The Protective Request”  of v2,   
“The Sanction that v2 is acceptable to Yahweh”  of v3. 

Where the implication is that  any other form of prayer  for our political leaders is  not  acceptable,  being outside  “The 
Scope/Remit”  for The Apostles’  teaching/ministry,  inasmuch worldly politicians are  {not hearkening}/worldly  
people who have absolutely  NO  real interest  in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (hence rejected in verse 1)!   
All of which,  is precisely why JC spoke as he did about The World  (made exactly so by its leaders)  at John.17v11-19. 
The whole thrust is that Yahweh is  not  part of The World  (and thus  not  part of the leaders  “making The World just 
as it is”  presently, John,19v38).  He is however,  during The Gospel Age concentrating on the  “extraction process”  of  
“The Early Adopters”  for  the next stage  of His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  to build  “The New World”  in The 
Millennium.   

When deciphering The Bible it is essential to keep the holistic understanding  “The Same”,  we must  not  warp 
it  (and be drawn into The World),  else  “The Vista of Yahweh's Plan”  becomes unclear! 

So we should quite simply ask: 
Is there  any  example of JC praying for The Pharisees  (religious leaders)  whom he called:  “Hypocrites” 
(Luke.12v1, Matt.23v28, etc.),  or for Herod  (political leaders)  whom he called:  “That Fox”  (Luke.13v32)?    
No!   Absolutely no example!     We too are likewise instructed,  “to imitate JC”   (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)! 

We understand  “The Reason”  “why it is done”,  because worldly  “Religion is  ‘hand in glove’  with Politics”! 
Covered in the maxim,  “You scratch my back and I will scratch your back”! 
It is all so very easy to understand. 
Especially when I explain everything to its lowest level,   “The Context”  must always be considered,  as we should 
here,  to understand what was in Paul's mind based upon what was occurring around The Apostles as my earlier 
citations clearly show! 
I have written a large dissertation entitled  “Why do we pray”  and thus have no need to further expand this section. 
Now moving onto the next section:  “The Application”  thereof. 
We have prayers made by the congregations and national day of prayers promoted by our  worldly Christian leaders. 
Is this what The Bible specifically tells us? 

1. Daniel prayed by himself  (and not with his three companions)  as he regularly did  (Dan.6v10). 
2. JC gave instruction how we should pray  (Matt.6v6-8). 
3. JC practised what he taught  (first example is to The Wilderness Matt.4v1+ for forty days to  scope-out  his 

future 3.5 years ministry with Yahweh,  and for a deliberate separation from the crowds at John.6v15).  Noting 
that there is  no  example where JC prayed with the crowds,  but only taught them.  How do we know this?  
Because about half way through his ministry,  the disciples asked him  “How they should pray”, – where the 
inference is that JC had given no pattern earlier for them to copy! 

Can the reader cite examples in The Bible where Mass-Prayer occurs,  or is recommended by Yahweh’s representatives 
on worldly causes?   No!   The  only  examples occurred when a miraculous event occurred and all people of like mind,  
feeling moved,  gave  “thanks and acknowledgement”  to Yahweh.  The reason is  (1) to stop  “manipulation of people’s 
minds”  by word-smiths  (as profusely done today),  and  (2) Yahweh is only interested in what The Individual has  
personally created to generate  The Prayer,  inasmuch:  What is the  “Real”  motive in generating The Prayer? 
The only examples are generally,  to the contrary;  given by Satan’s representatives for worldly return  (1Kings18v19+, 
Dan.6v1+ noting by the exclusion in context, etc.). 
 
Example 4. 
“Parables”  are useful tools that JC used to explain Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  together 
with warnings for  worldly Christian leaders supposedly following JC during the next some 2000 years. 
Worldly Christian leaders think they are  ‘onto a good thing’  by  (supposedly)  ‘copying JC’,  believing they are as 
competent as was JC by giving a worldly example as a supposed teaching aid. 
Quite simply,  they have  completely  “missed the point”  and their parables degenerate into promoting  “worldly 
methodology”  in direct contrast to publicising Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”,  because they do  not  
understand,  nor  recognise Yahweh's Plan that is presently coming to the very end of its 2nd stage,  ready for  “The 3rd 
and  Last  Sifting Stage”  of Mankind! 

They give some example of what a worldly person did,  and then bend it around to suggest that we are  ‘all 
human’,   like the person in their example,  to  excuse/’explain’  our present worldly nature! 

This is all adversarial (= satanic)  because it promotes  “The Human Nature”  and  not  “JC’s Nature”! 
This is of a  “New Jesus”  taught  (2Cor.11v4),  being a  “Gospel of Excuses”  (Jude.v4). 

Again,  I must state:   
“They just do  not  get it!”   Yet they claim to represent Yahweh!   How so very bogus and fraudulent! 

I suggest The Reader read JC's Parables and carefully reason upon them to understand what JC was really teaching us. 
To help you in this,  I have written a very detailed explanation to each of JC's parables and illustrations within my  
“Most Accurate New Testament Translation”  –  please see my website:  “FutureLife.Org”  for this information. 
In many instances,  my explanations will not be the same as given by our Christian scholars,  and in a couple of parables 
the exact opposite to what they tell us –  so how bad is that!   Moreover,  they clam  “to be in the know”!    Hardly! 
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Example 5. 
Pampering devotees' ego  with lies! 
Quite a simple and straightforward statement,  and the apostles saw it themselves  (1Thes.2v3-6, 1John.2v18-19, etc.). 

Where shall we start? 
Actually,  this is a large section consisting of some eleven pages  (which shows just how bad is their  “lying”)! 

“You are all children of God!” 
“No!”   Only Yahweh can specifically make that Decision,  even JC could not make the decision  (Matt.20v23),  noting 
what JC stated at Matt.12v48-50  (specifically “The Person doing The Will of my Father … ”  [= precisely imitate JC]). 
However there is nothing wrong to state:  “We are fervently aiming to be Children of God”  by  precisely imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, 1Pet.2v20-24, etc.,)  so that we become placed upon the 
short list for Yahweh’s ultimate  “Selection/Election  for Sonship”  as a proven  “Early Adopter”  of  “God’s Word”  
(Matt.20v16, 22v14).  But the preposterous decision  “of certainty”  can  never  be made by any presumptuous human 
thinking they are “God”,  -  else  ‘we will take our foot of the gas’  in this present worldly system and sink back into it!   
Thereby fulfilling Satan’s desire,  for Yahweh  not  to achieve  “The Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4),  
which upon fulfilment,  becomes Satan’s nemesis  (Rev.20v1-3,  and by consequence v10,  a thousand years later)! 
The Bible tells us that we must constantly strive by working in The Vineyard for The Father’s pleasure;  else,  we are  
not  following the Father’s Will.   Does the parable at Matt.20v1-12 instruct us to leave early from The Vineyard?  No! 
All workers worked to the end of The Day (= our life)  before we are in the  position/place  to be paid  (with Sonship)! 
Is this taught by our  worldly Christian leaders?   Absolutely not!   
Apparently:  ‘We are good enough already!’    Because supposedly turn up each week at church and  'believe in Jesus'.   

I will let you into a secret:   We are  never  “Good enough”  if  we think,  “we are good enough”! 
Note,  there is only  one  example in The Bible of that quotation used  (1John.4v4) and yet importantly notice  “The 
Context”  within which it was used,  being the recipients who had remained faithful to  “1st Century Christianity” and 
who had  not  followed after the then newly invasive  “Worldly Christianity”  that now covers the planet today! 
“We have the Holy Spirit (= HS)!” 
“No!”   This shows that our  worldly Christian leaders have  not  the faintest idea what  “HS”  means.  I have written 
many dissertations fully crossed referenced with Bible citations that fully explain the HS in total,  on perhaps a hundred 
plus pages.  Let me explain the HS very briefly to counter the  utter nonsense  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders. 
“The Word of God”  gives  “The Knowledge”  on how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to ultimately yield a perfect society). 
A  humble/hearkening  cognitive/reasoning  entity wholly imbues this  “Knowledge”,  assays and then operates with 
fidelity upon it to gain  “Real faith”  (as described earlier)  to then be personally driven by  “The Presence/Parousia”  of  
“The Word of God”  (= JC),  that becomes  “The Lord/Master”  of our mind  (= it is to wholly  control  us).    
At this point in time the demonstrably  “humble/hearkening  cognitive/reasoning”  entity gains the  one/same  mind  
(= spirit/personality/desires/traits)  as that of Yahweh and JC  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  to  “precisely imitate JC”.   

This  one/same  mind  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits/character)  that is precisely the  one/same  as that of 
Yahweh which is  holy/innocent/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 

We can further reason that:   
Yahweh's Desire is to make His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  manifest within The Environment  (to yield a 
perfected society into The Eternity).    

There we have it!     We can put all this inducting reasoning together to generate a:  “A Sensible Conclusion”! 
The HS is defined as being: 

“Yahweh's  pure/blameless/innocent/holy  Desire/Spirit/Personality/Traits  made manifest within The 
Environment  (to bring forth  The Salvation of Mankind)”. 

Where the  humble/hearkening  cognitive/reasoning  entity operates in the  one/same  mind  (= spirit/desire/traits/etc.,)  
as that of Yahweh to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  (hence again, 14v20, 17v21-26). 
Moreover,  it can be clearly understood,  the HS becomes  personalised within  this  humble/hearkening  
cognitive/reasoning  entity,  because JC as  “The Word of God”  is operating as  “The Master”  presence/parousia  
expressed with the actions given in charity to assist in bringing forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 

That has wholly explained  “the HS”. 
And naturally Yahweh  works through  this  humble/hearkening  cognitive/reasoning  entity  (as He did through JC)  to 
righteously make  “Mankind's Salvation”  possible  (because this  humble/hearkening  entity is  not  of two minds,  
James.1v6-8,  of  [1] worldly methodology competing internally with  [2] Yahweh's Methodology). 
The difference  between this entity operating in  “Real Faith”,  and our  worldly Christian leaders  (and their devotees)  
operating in  “blind faith”  are these words:  “humble/hearkening  cognitive/reasoning”. 
We therefore realise that the  (1) unrighteous nonsense taught and the  (2) profaned actions given in feigned charity 
emanating from our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders,  then they have  zero  “holy spirit”,  but very  
much  “worldly spirit”  (Eph.2v2)  operating under the present guardian of The World  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4). 
Finally,  I ask the reader to search The New Testament to discover when Yahweh and JC are mentioned as personalities 
if there is a reference to the HS (as a parsonage),  and the answer,  there is none!  Which is kind of strange if it is 
supposed to be a 3rd personage!   Clearly it is not,  but simply the  “thought processes”  are in union between both 
Entities as they are with the 144000 TCs  (which is to bring forth “The Salvation of Mankind”)  hence again the 
references of John’s Gospel.  The reason why leaders of Christendom have  no  HS,  is because they do  not  have the 
one/same  thought processes as that of Yahweh, JC and TCs  –  hence their output to The World for the worldly return! 
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“Being Christians then you are saved by JC!” 
Like their spiritual father  (John.8v44,  operating as he did at Gen.3v1-5, Matt.4v1-12)  then this  is  a luring deceptive  
half-truth  and  an easily dismissed  half-lie.   And worse,  that statement flagrantly ignores  1John.2v2, 4v14  which is 
designed to  (1) entrap  worldly Christians in a fake  'word of god'  (hence  “a new JC”,  2Cor.11v4)  and  (2) create an  
“us and them”  to  “divide and rule”  cartel  within “Religion”.  All of which,  allows generation after generation of 
religious leaders to  scam-off  their compliant and yet deluded devotees in the most fraudulent manner  (I explain 
precisely why,  a little later). 

Why is this a  half-truth  and  a  half-lie? 
Because quite simply:  JC has  'only'  given to us  (=  all  humans of The World over the last 6000 years)  a  “2 part life”,   
and  absolutely NOT  “everlasting life”,  because that event  only  comes with  “The Most Important Caveat”  which is 
this  (as  always  ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders,  of which their sermons testify to my veracity): 

       We must  personally perfect  our mind to become  entirely  Christ-like  over this:  “JC given 2 part life”. 
If  we personally do this,  then  and  only then,  shall we personally achieve  “everlasting life”. 
To do this,  then we must take upon ourselves  “Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  of our mind. 
We must build our mind  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits)  solely upon  “The Word of God”  given from an  
accurate source  (certainly not  from leaders of “Religion”,  being an  “utter waste of our time”  with regard to  
“Human Salvation”). 

No one can do this for us  -  it is solely:  “Personal”. 
Turning up at church to have a wonderful, uplifting time, ‘once a week’  is  not  good enough! 

Let us move forward to righteously explain all this. 
I am forced to do so,  because  none  of this is taught by our  “wholly spiritually blind”  worldly Christian leaders,  it is 
like a foreign language to them:  “not given to understand”  (Matt.13v11-13),  only because they  “Choose not to 
understand”,  by  “preferring to remain ignorant”   (“agnoeo”,  StrongsTM = 50)  by virtue of its implications to their 
present existence. 
Let me start by asking: 

How did JC make this  “2 part life”  possible during his 1st Advent some 2000 years ago? 
It must be clearly understood: 

1. JC gave his  Ministry  in both words and lifestyle to get us into the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life. 
2. JC gave us  The Ransom Sacrifice  to get us into the 2nd part of our  physical  life. 
3. Furthermore,  JC  covers us  over The Millennium while we learn how to purify our mind in a perfected world. 

(Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1, 2Pet.3v8, Rev.20v3, 7, etc.  I thoroughly explain this on  “FutureLife.Org”) 
JC's  “Responsibility”  stops there  for us as  “Individuals”! 

Why/How? 
1. Once we have JC's  Word/Lifestyle as a template,  then it is:  “Our Responsibility” to  change our mind to 

exactly imitate JC  so that we then fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
2. Because JC took upon himself  “The Responsibility” for his Creation,  then he became  “The Means”  to 

enable Yahweh to  righteously  resurrect  only  “The Once”  (Heb.6v6, 10v26, 28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  all  humans 
into the 2nd part of their physical life.   There is  no  3rd part to our life,  we  are  personally annihilated at the 
end of the 1000 year  “Millennium”  if  we do not learn how to precisely imitate JC  (to be internally,  wholly 
driven by  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  that is to become  “our Lord/Master”  [Rev.19v16]). 

3. Once in a purified DNA fleshly body  (given in trust  by Yahweh because of what JC did)  then in a perfected 
environment within a perfected society  (made precisely so by Yahweh's  infinite  authority/capability/power 
operating through JCg,  Rev.19v15-16, 2v27, 12v5, etc.,)  then we  must  change our mind to imitate JC else 
we shall be personally annihilated.   This is true,  irrespective if we are a  “Christian  or  non-Christian”  today. 

The most important thing for us to do is:  “Wholly  ignore  what our leaders of “Religion”  tell us about our future!”   
They  only  teach  “unrighteous nonsense”  when they open their mouth regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
Now we know of what JC taught,  then we can understand why the religious leaders hated JC  (John.11v47-53). 

Why did they hate JC? 
Quite simply:- 

The populace became educated to  “The Word of God”  (Mark.1v22),  and realised the  “leaders of Religion”  
were as  “nothing”,  wholly defunct  in  “The Grand Scheme of Things”!   Moreover,  as such  (as they told us 
in the given citation, John.11v47-53),  they were losing their hold over their devotees,  and by consequence 
would then lose their worldly income of whatever albeit:-  

money/glory/leverage/honour/prestige/sex/pension/{debilitating habits}/etc. 
Why are leaders of “Religion”  ‘as nothing’  to fulfilment of  The Almighty God's  “Plan for Human Salvation”? 

1.  JC gave us  “The Means”  for us to  personally  purify our minds  (in the 2nd part of our spiritual life). 
2.  JC enabled Yahweh to  righteously give us  the 2nd part of our physical life  (in The Millennium). 

(= once only  resurrection to  all  people without distinction [Matt.22v16, 1John.2v2, etc.]) 
3.  (1) and (2) gives us  “The Experience of a Perfect Environment”  for  “us”  as individuals  to  personally  
make an  educated  decision as to whether  “we”  as individuals  finally chose  “worldly methodology”  or 
“Yahweh's Methodology”  at  “The End”  of The Millennium. 

Therefore,  I now ask the reader: 
How/Where  do our leaders of  “Religion”  fit into the above scenario,  to make this future  a reality? 
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Can the reader see  “Religious Leader”  mentioned anywhere in  (1) to (3) above? 
They appear  absolutely nowhere!    And  “The Populace”  during JC’s 1st Advent,  knew it! 

Especially when JC taught:   
Religious leaders will  all  be  rejected from a future teaching role  (Matt.25v11-12, 25v24-30, 25v41-45, 
Luke.20v16, 20v17-18, Mark.11v13-14, 19-21)  noting  “death”  means  “ending the 1st part of their physical 
life”,  but  “annihilation”  means  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  and is not used in these parables.   
All this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  until  “FutureLife.Org”  
became live on the internet,  hence Matt.24v14.  Amen! 

That is why leaders of  “Religion”  detested JC  (as  “The Word of God”,  Rev.19v13)  because he exposed them as 
fraudsters  (Matt.21v42-44, Luke.20v17-18, 1Pet.2v6-8)  with regard to Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human 
Salvation.” 

Moreover,  what is different today? 
Nothing!   They still teach the  “same unrighteous inane nonsense”   (purporting to come from  “The 
Righteous Yahweh”)  generation after generation.    
The  one/same  characters  fill those positions within  “Religion”  decade after decade,  century after century,  
but with different names and faces plugging the slots throughout   “The Religious Edifice”! 
It does not matter what  “The Religion”  espouses,  it could be based upon  “Fairies at the bottom of The 
Garden”,  and yet  the same type of person  would fill those slots within its various levels! 

I shall move to the most important exegesis connected with this section,  that is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian  
scholars/theologians  because the logic is  wholly  unknown  to them  (true from about 100 CE to at least 2016/8 CE). 
“The 1st and 2nd Covenants”  (= The Law of Moses [judging the works]  and The Law of JC  [judging the mind])  of  
“The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”  (= The Jews  and then  The Christians)  were terminated by each,  respectively 
yielding JC's 1st and 2nd Advent.   Not the people generally,  but rather as  “Two Continuums”  of  “Knowledge”  within  
“The 2 Epochs of Israel”  yielded Yahweh’s  “Early Adopters”  proven  by  yielding  JC’s two advents,  ready for the 
next  incremental  stage of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
It was during this process that Yahweh became able to righteously  elect/select  “The Early Adopters”  (= The Prophets 
and 144000 TCs)  through  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”.   It righteously operates like this:- 

The Prophets  gave  “The Word of God”  to prophesy of JC's 1st Advent,   to yield  JC's 1st Advent. 
JC  fulfilled these prophesies  at his 1st Advent. 

The 144000 TCs  operating upon  “The Word of God”  were able  to yield  JCg's 2nd Advent. 
The TCs  fulfilled prophecy  to achieve  “The Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)  for JCg's 2nd Advent. 

Where:- 
“Israel”  means  “Persevere with Subjector/God”  (it does  not  mean the worldly spin:  “Wrestle with God”). 

Thus,  a grouping of people becomes  “The Nation of Israel”   only when: 
They have  “The Word of God”  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (applicable to the aims of each epoch). 

This grouping of people  split into  two  groupings  (Matt.7v12-14, 12v30, 25v32-33, 21v28-32, etc.,  no  third group). 
The two groups comprise of:- 

People who:  “Persevere positively with Yahweh” 
People who:  “Persevere negatively with Yahweh” 

Under Satan’s Regime  (of some 6000 years)  of  “The Working Week”  (under Satan's  pain/suffering, Heb.4v4+): 
The people who persevere  positively  with Yahweh during  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”  (Jews,  then Christians) 
become  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  to become  “The Heirs”  over  “The Resurrected 
World”  (=  “The Inheritance”).  These demonstrable  “Slaves of Yahweh”  prove themselves faithful in small 
things  (Luke.19v16-19)  to become faithful in large things,  which is to administer  “The Resurrected World” 
in The Millennium. 
The people who persevere  negatively  with Yahweh,  may be anything from being extremely hurtful,  to just 
apathetic unto  “The Word of God”,  and thus do  not  have  “The Required Internal Drive”  to become:  
“Slaves of Yahweh”,   and sadly,  these  'less than entirely righteous'  people are  rejected  by Yahweh for the 
places of  “High Level Administration"  in The Millennium.  Yet Yahweh needs these  “proven in adversary”  
people for leadership roles in The Millennium to make it successful  (to yield spiritual children). 

It must be clearly understood,  under Yahweh's  Regime/Rest  (Heb.4v1+, Rev.20v3-7)  of  “The Great Sabbath Day”: 
“The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium becomes  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  and exactly the same principle 
of the above holds,  but instead of unrighteous people having another  “Life”  again  (because JC only died 
“The Once”, Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  after persevering  negatively  with Yahweh in a perfect 
environment and society,  the outcome is personal  “annihilation”  (and  not  a 3rd existence). 
The Bible calls this  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6),  and JC in his illustrations termed this as  “Gehenna”  
being a transmutation of  “Valley of Hinnom”  where Jerusalem’s municipal waste and the carcasses of 
criminals were consumed unto nothing  (= the implied  “everlasting destruction”),  see more on this later. 

This is what JC and The Apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity”.  Yet this has  NEVER  been taught for the last 
some 1700+ years,  because the leaders of  worldly Christianity generation after generation,  ensured that they would  
‘snuff it out’  as quickly as possible for the very same reasons as did the religious leaders of JC’s 1st Advent behave  
(John.11v47-53). 
“Being a good person is all we need to do” 
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This is what  all  religions state,  and  many  atheists  rightfully state  “the same thing”! 
Therefore,  this expression is not just the prerogative of  “Religion”! 

However,  that is  not  exactly how Yahweh sees things! 
Furthermore,  the majority of religious people publicly claim to be  “good people”,  yet we should speak to the members 
of their family and see what they have to say in private about their supposedly  'good'  relative! 
And to make things  very much worse,  religious leaders throw into  'The Mix'  many,  many  wholly worthless  
customs and idle teachings  (Matt.23v23),  perhaps because they need to  'pad-out'  a valueless ministry with regard to  
“The Salvation of Mankind”! 

However this is  not  what The Bible teaches us at Rom.4v1-5, Heb.11v1-40,  and in its general overall thrust. 
We  “who hearken”,  are taught,  we must  “go out on a limb”  to fulfil what  “He Desires  for us  as individuals”. 
When we  “go out on a limb”  to put our life in jeopardy for  “The Word of God”,  to actively publicise it,  in adversary  
(John.16v1-4),  which is precisely what we read in The Bible about the examples given  (as Paul exhorted of us, 
1Cor.4v16, 11v1 and we read of what he  did/received  at 2Cor.11v24-28).   Furthermore,  we see this persecution of 
varying degrees received by people during The Gospel Age,  some examples would be:  William Tyndale and William 
Whiston. 
The point of all this is: 

Yahweh is specifically  seeking out by election  His  “Early Adopters”  who  “spiritually fight”  (Eph.6v11-
17)  for  “The Word of God”  who also  “practise what they preach”  by operating with fidelity to specifically 
how  “The Word of God”  (= JC as The Master to become the  presence/parousia)  internally driving The Mind 
to yield  “unfeigned charity”. 

These specific people personally purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life that is wholly built upon “The Word of God”. 
As such,  they demonstrably prove themselves as  “the faithful slaves”  ready for greater responsibility upon their 
resurrection  (Luke.19v16-19). 
“The Greater Responsibility”  is to be part of  “The 1st Resurrection”  as “The Heirs”  (= “Sons of God”)  ruling over  
“The Inheritance”  (= “The Resurrected World”)  in The Millennium -  to teach the resurrected people  “Righteousness”. 
But we will  not  be taught any of this by our leaders of “Religion,  but some vacuous  'hope'  of the future,  supposedly 
in heaven  (which is absolutely  not  true),  but what do they know?    “Nothing useful”  for our future benefit! 
“You must love yourself first,  before you can love someone else!” 
Yes and no! 
I heard this today  (during my 1st Revision),  said by a Christian Lady Reverend  (BBC Radio 2, 15 June 2018,  about 
09:30 hr)  to become  “The Point”  of her so very public speech – with much applause!   I realise this phrase is quite 
widely used in the last few years,  and I am not so ignorant  “not to realise”  what is being said here,  however I will 
show this to be a  “Satanic phrase”  put out to  “confuse people”  with  half-truths!    
       Thus,  it becomes a phrase lacking clarity and precision,  being  against  “The Truth”  as sourced by The Bible. 
To start answering this,  then it is best to refer the reader to  “Example 1”  given earlier within these writings. 
In this example,  I go deeply into explaining what  “Love”  really means,  because  “The Real Problem”  with society is 
that its members  “love themselves too much”  in an  “eros”  manner of  “self-indulgence”  (especially when most 
people stop at the first half of her statement)!   Therefore,  the lady Reverend pushing this as a message of Christendom 
supposedly endorsed by The Bible becomes  “a deceptive Lie”! 
Because in reality,  The Bible teaches us  “The Opposite”  to what this Christian Leader is actually telling us! 
So there we have that statement again,  and again: 

Teaching  “The Opposite”  to what The Bible teaches us,  and thus this material given to us by a leader of 
Christendom must be sourced by Satan to be  adversarial  to what Yahweh is teaching us in The Bible! 

So I ask the reader: 
Can you understand this? 

If you do,  then you do well,  because it is  unintelligible  to our leaders of Christendom,  as their output shows! 
Clearly,  this lady,  as a leader of Christendom,  in her  “lack of clarity and precision”  is endorsing the practice of  “self-
indulgence”  that must come first,  before  we can  “love someone else”.  Where,  we know what most people 
understand by  “love”  -  is  “self-indulgent eros”  for sexual gratification  (as we hear said within songs and all forms of 
media outlets).  Therefore,  unless this leader of Christendom puts down some very clear boundaries in what she means 
first,  to succinctly delineate exactly what she means,  then she is endorsing  “worldly methodology”  practised 
throughout present day society,  because this is the first thing that comes into peoples’ minds! 
This lady made no clarification in the manner I am doing here,  and thus she effectively promoted Satan’s present 
worldly system  (being what we all know)  to the exclusion of Yahweh’s future system  (being what virtually all people 
do not know)!   Where,  by a logical inductive extension,  it could be argued in the extreme,  she was effectively 
endorsing certain men overbearing upon women in sexual practices  (which we can call “rape” or “mental abuse”).   
And yet I am sure she would be The First to decry “Rape”,  but because she has spoken with  “so little precision”,  then 
she has inferred by inductive  worldly  reasoning that  “Rape”  is acceptable by loving yourselves first to then be able to 
love other people.  Sex is one example,  but others would be any form of  “self-indulging ourselves to the hurt of our 
neighbour”  as performed by all leaders within the three bastions of society,  Politics, Religion and Commerce,  where I 
heard a very good definition of  “intimidation”  which is done by a person in power to someone beneath them.   

“It is intimidation”  when  “the perpetrator can affect the future of the recipient”. 
I have explained what this lady has taught us is a dangerous lie from a Humanist point of view,  now let me use The 
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Bible to tell us why it is a dangerous lie from Yahweh’s point of view. 
The first quote that immediately comes to mind is the following: 

“Those people who  save (hence 'prize/love')  their life shall loose it,  and those people who  loose  (hence 
'reject/hate')  their life shall gain it!” 

This quote is found at numerous places  Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, etc. 
Other similar quotes would be: 

“Love your enemies and bless them”  (Matt.5v43),  “No greater Love … lay down one's own life  (John.15v13) 
“Love me keep my commandments”  (John.14v15),  “Love me and my Father will love you”  (John.14v23),   
“Love one another as I have loved you” (John.15v12),  “Love your neighbour as yourself”  (Mark.12v31), 
And there are just so many more that could be used. 

Importantly,  none of these quotations has any contextual phraseology that states,  “we must love ourselves first”! 
NOWHERE  in  The Bible does it say  “we should first love ourselves”,  except in a sense of condemnation for the 
person fulfilling self-indulgent desires!   I invite the reader to look through a concordance of some 450 entries of  “love”  
(and of its variations)  to see  nothing  to support what this lady Reverend instructed us to do,  except  “The Opposite”! 
The point I am making is that  “Leaders of Christendom”  “choose not to understand”  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  their 
subject matter and by so doing,  refuse to teach what Yahweh wants to be taught,  and therefore they do  not  represent 
Him,  but only represent  “The Other Side”  -   to confuse and misdirect Mankind!    
Perhaps I should explain  “what they do not understand”,  and  if  they  'intelligently knew their subject matter'  then 
they would  not  state the dangerous waffle that harms our future prospects by being adversarial to Yahweh's Objectives. 
Let me now explain myself by using the example most closely like the condemned phrase she used,  but most 
importantly it is: 

In the  reverse  order to that given in The Bible. 
So that we  lead/teach  by righteous example. 

The New Testament most often uses  “agapao”  which means  “edifying love”   “to build someone up”,  that frequently 
means the giver must  “expend effort”,  which is always more difficult than receiving another person's  “effort”. 
The point by explanation is this:   

“We should be edifying ourselves by  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire”  (for the long-term benefit of Mankind).  
This means  learn  “God's Word”  and express it with fidelity within our own lives  (to  take us away from  “worldly 
methodology”  [of which this lady revered was endorsing – see earlier example on “parables”]). 

It is in this manner we  “{edifying love}  ourselves”  to  become precisely like JC in his deportment. 
“We  {edifying love}  our neighbour like ourselves”   

This means  helping  them to understand  why/how  they too need to learn and then practise  “The Word of God”  
within their own lives,  as they  learn  from our example  “how to behave precisely like JC”. 

This means we  lead  by setting  “The Correct Example”. 
The problem  “Leaders of Christendom”  have,  is that  “they do  not  want to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”,  because they 
“choose not to understand”  (“agnoeo”)  what it means,  so they teach  “What The World wants to hear”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  
in the manner as this lady taught us. 
In her speech,  she gave  no  background,  as have I,  but only supportive worldly soundbites that thrilled the worldly 
listening ear.  There was nothing about explaining how we should be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  or  “The End Game”  
which is  “to ideally become a future son of God”,  to then teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  within 
The Millennium  that is so very soon to occur  (at some time in the 21st Century CE). 
Absolutely  NOTHING  like this was given,  being  “The Real Gospel”,  but only worldly sounding platitudes,  which 
resulted in  “Her Worldly Gospel”,  to endorse  “The Present World”  and of its operations that gave  nothing  of which 
Yahweh wanted to hear! 

She received her rapturous applause,  of which she was paid with both worldly  “money and glory”! 
So,  she gave her output as a  “personal ministry”  that was  not  given in  “Charity”! 

However  (and thus),  she received  nothing  from Yahweh,  –  except  “condemnation”! 
I could expand this example into a book to further amplify what she did wrong and what she should have taught,  but I 
have already done this in  “FutureLife.Org”  consisting of some  4,000,000  words of original work. 
“Christian Leaders should be there for The Community” 
Yes and no! 
“Yes!”  -  To guide the people to wholly understand Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation.” 

Of which they seem demonstrably wholly incapable of doing  –  because they do not know what it is! 
(For example,  I heard one minister state:  We must listen and follow the advice from our parishioners,  which 
can hardly be considered as  “guiding”,  but  “following”!) 

“No!”  -  We are not to be a  “glorified”  social worker saying  sweet-nothings  of worthless vanity about  
“God Loves You!”   as you presently are! 
All of which The World likes to see and hear!   Yet this is wholly rejected by Yahweh for  “Sonship”! 

Let us see by contrast,  what The Bible teaches us: 
1. Mark.1v38.  Our primary responsibility (by imitating JC)  is to preach  “The 1st Century Gospel”  (which 

is  not  the gospel of  “a new Jesus” 2Cor.11v4  that is taught throughout The World today. 
2. Acts.6v2-4.  Our primary responsibility  (when having worked to gain “The Knowledge”)  is to put it into 

practise,  by actively and accurately spreading  “The Word of God”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 2Cor.11v24-28). 
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3. Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12.  We physically work to  gain  our  fleshly sustenance,  and physically work to 
freely give  spiritual  sustenance to the  “spiritually starving”  many  billions  of humans on this planet!   

By analogy this is what JC was teaching us with the widow and her mite  (Mark.12v43, Luke.21v3-4)  and about the 
two masters  (Matt.6v24, 22v20-22).  Noting  my important commentaries  given at 1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18. 

4. Luke.2v46-50, Acts.22v3, 26v3-6.  We are to thoroughly learn and understand our subject matter to gain 
“Real Faith”  as I have explained earlier to then be positioned to do  (1), (2) and (3) above.  All of which in 
its totality  “fulfils Yahweh’s Desire”. 

5. Read the whole of 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus  to know how to personally behave when representing 
Yahweh. 

That short listing is something to be getting on with in our considerations. 
We now analyse what our  worldly Christian leaders do  –  and they do  none  of the listing above. 
They only teach what The World wants to hear,  pampering The Ego of the recipient and of himself or herself! 

“The Person,  who pays The Piper,  calls the tune”! 
Our Christian leaders being  “worldly professionals”  as they are;  deliver what The World is prepared to pay! 

The New Testament repeats that warning repeatedly throughout its pages  (some that I have given here). 
Quite simply: 

We  cannot  trust what comes out of their mouth,  or within their writings! 
As all my thousands of commentaries and published audit reports of their sermons publicly testify. 

So after that,  perhaps we should ask: 
What should they be doing? 

Again very simply stated: 
They should  correctly teach  “The Word of God”,  instead of doing feigned works of physical charity. 
“Get The Mind correct  (heading off into the correct direction)  and then The Body will follow!” 

If we learn and understand  “what we are supposed to be doing”  then there would be: 
1. No family break-ups  (because the participants would understand that  they need to bend together). 
2. Social structure would be wholesome  (no fall-out from the above,  leads to a stronger community). 
3. No more crime  (because people would understand that they must  not be parasites of other people). 
4. Not hurting our neighbour as the resultant of our self-indulgence  (hence  edifying our neighbour) 
5. Etc. 

All  substantiated and underwritten by a logical explanation of  “The Word of God”  to bring real  glory/honour/dignity  
to Yahweh within an  educated  mind  (and if global,  this yields a perfected society)  recognising that Yahweh must 
exist because  “The Word of God”  has been accurately explained,  to become  “The Power for Internal Reform”.   
This is why we righteously need The Millennium so that  all  people upon their resurrection have  “The Opportunity”  to 
learn  “Righteousness”  from  “The Early Adopters”  as  “The Heirs to The Inheritance”.  (Please read my commentary 
to Rev.20v5 that explains in some 17,000 words why the first sentence is a copyist addition of  “The Worst Kind”  in 
The Bible,  by  many orders of magnitude  over any other copyist addition.) 
When educated,  then people are able to see the error of their ways against  “The Required Standard”,  and are thus 
many are prepared to reform  (those people who do not reform,  become  “iniquitous”  and shall ultimately be removed 
by Yahweh). 
But sadly our  worldly Christian leaders give a  semblance/façade  of glorifying God  (for  “it’s easy worldly return”,  
being that it is  “easier to move the mouth”  than  “the limbs in real physical work”  Luke.16v3),  but they internally 
hold Yahweh in contempt by their worthless spiritual and physical works.  This is what The Public can see,  and their 
spiritual filth in  “the twisted message”  presented,  badly reflects upon Yahweh,  to make Him look filthy in the mind of 
The Public,  irrespective of the feigned  “worldly worship”  given!   (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, 1Tim.1v6, 2Thes.1v8, 2v3, 
7, 11, 2Tim.2v10, 23, Titus.1v10-11  as examples of perhaps hundreds that I could give to fill the next few pages.)  

It should  not  be like this! 
They absolve themselves and their devotees from adhering to  “The Word of God”  by creating  'loop-holes'  (as do 
politicians)  through which to crawl,  to return back to  “worldly methodology”  (only because they are paid by The 
World to deliver what The World wants to have)!   However,  they do  not  generate what Yahweh wants to hear,  nor 
what He wants to have operating within The Millennium,  to produce that perfect society into The Eternity! 
 “Religious leaders must be from God,  because some can perform miracles” 
This sounds like an act of desperation  (having nothing else  [of supposed  value/merit]  to offer)! 
It is very interesting when we analyse this subject from numerous different angles! 
Firstly,  what does The Bible tell us? 
JC told the early recipients of his physical healing miracles  not  to publicise what occurred  (Matt.8v4),  
Why?   Because JC did not want to become a ringmaster of a circus,  where people came to be visually entertained 
noting specifically what he said at John.2v23-25. 

JC was to primarily teach  “The Word of God”   being  “The Power”  to reform  “The Spiritual Mind”  
(Mark.1v38)  to yield  “The Early Adopters”,  because  “The Physical Body”  in its present corruptible DNA 
composition will die  (a sticky-plaster  will not suffice).  Yet  “The Mind”  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  
will be kept safe as  “heaven treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  and be placed within a new,  perfected,  
potentially everlasting body at our resurrection made possible by “Yahweh”.  Whose Name means,  “I make 
become  who/what  I chose to become”  (Eze.37v1-20, noting the following context). 
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Obviously when JC was in the position to physically help,  then he would,  to show what it will be like in The 
Millennium,  “The Perfected Body”  given to  all  humans of  “The 2nd Resurrection”   (in trust  to have an opportunity 
within which to comprehensively  “reform The Mind”  to imitate JC).  This new perfected DNA fleshly body will  not  
have physical ailments -  this is what JC was showing in the miracles over the fleshly body Matt.9v2-7  (please see my 
important commentaries of that cited event). 
This is all underwritten by John's account in his gospel,  where  all  these physical miracles  were recorded  as having 
occurred on various  “Sabbath Days”  because he is trying to convey what  “The Great Sabbath Day”  will be like. 
Secondly,  again  we can ask:  What does The Bible tell us?       

(In contrast to what leaders of “Religion”  preface their answers:  “I believe … ...”  [rather than quote what The 
Bible specifically tells us by stating first  “This is what The Bible tells us … …”].) 

JC said:  “Do not tempt The Lord your God”   (Matt.4v7,  and the warning by Paul at 1Cor.10v9). 
Effectively JC was telling us:    

Never  place yourself in a position to demand something from Yahweh! 
A slave never demands anything from The Master;  if a slave presumptuously thinks they have power over The Master,  
then The Master shall remove the slave from any position of employment in due course  (which we are so very often 
told in The Bible,  Matt.10v24,  – after leaders of “Religion”  have demonstrably:  ‘Had their day’,  Rom.1v16-32)! 
These charlatan Christian leaders seem to think they can get Yahweh to do their bidding,  like a puppet on a string! 

I certainly think not!   
These  charlatan Christian leaders are  “Absolute Fraudsters”,  silver-tongued and so eloquent in their sales spiel,  using 
illusions  (as would professional stage magicians)  or technical aids  ‘to produce out of the ordinary happenings’. 
There is so much documented evidence to show that the supposed healing is transient,  operating while the individual is 
high on beta-endorphins,  or stooges placed in the audience.  A practice as confirmed by a stagehand at  “The O2 
Centre”  told a relation of mine,  seeing  the same people  coming up to be supposedly healed,  night after night  (“as 
stooges”  or I musing,  ‘showing the previous night's cure was temporary’  and thus  not  sourced from Yahweh).  
Moreover,  a scientific  follow-up  of some 2000 supposed cures had all been shown to be bogus!    
Quite simply,  “The Audience”  comes to these events  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)  because they want to be 
physically entertained,  and pay for the experience;  the greater  “The Experience”,  then the more they give in 
donations!    It is wholly sickening,  and we confidently realise that both the performing artists and the entranced 
audience are  not  “The Correct Material”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium as future  kings/priests!   
Obviously,  they are rejecting themselves from this future role. 
Referring to what The Bible further teaches us on this subject.  We are taught  not  to take any money in our alms giving  
Matt.6v1-4, 10v8,  and notice what occurred to Gehazi  (2Kings.5v26-27),  also Peter and Paul never took anything for 
Yahweh freely working through these 1st Century Apostles,  where he  worked for his fleshly living  Acts.18v1-3, 
2Thes.3v6-12.   Interestingly,  Paul states at 2Cor.12v7-8,  that he prayed for personal escape from a physical malady  
(presumed to be very poor eyesight,  from Acts.9v8 and his comments in his epistles),  and yet Yahweh did not respond 
by healing  –  even to  “The Most Wonderful Apostle”.  And likewise,  the many millions of people who have prayed for 
their maladies to be removed  in the utmost sincerity,  and yet their prayers  were/are  not answered,  so I hardly think 
Yahweh will answer the  feigned  prayers of a leader who wholly disregards what The Bible teaches us as I have 
substantially  shown/cited  earlier. 
I write like this,  not to persuade  “the unpersuadable”  (being the people who attend these appalling events to fraternise 
their  animalistic/carnal  minds  lusting after the  “emotional immediacy”),  but rather,  I write these pieces to defend 
Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority  within the minds of  sane/reasoning  individuals.  Being specifically the people 
who  are  prepared to hearken to The Bible given  “simply”  (= “without strings attached,  that can be pulled later”  by 
these leaders of “Religion”). 
It must be understood: 

Yahweh is seeking after  “The Purified Mind”,  and He will reciprocate by giving a  purified/perfected  
physical body  commensurate  to  “The Mind”  status at our  death/'asleep',  precisely as The Bible states at  
1Cor.15v35-55, Gal.6v7, etc. 

Nevertheless,  a dissenter may counter and argue,  because we are told in The Bible that these events did occur,  to the 
prophets and  1st Century Apostles. 

To answer this correctly,  then we must  “Know  our Bible”. 
Please read my exhaustive translation and commentary of Acts consisting of some 641,000 words.) 

(Noting that  charlatan Christian leaders need only know just a little bit more than their deluded devotees to construct an 
aura of supposed authority,  but lock them in a room with me for a month and they would be quivering wrecks when I 
had finished with them!) 
Firstly:  These miracles were relatively rare events,  they did not occur every week,  as occurs today when  “The 
Religious Leaders”  need some more money to satisfy their  (worldly)  spending  'requirements'! 
Second and most importantly,  they had  the correct mind  to take  “The Last/Least”  within society and thus Yahweh 
was able to work through them,  but by contrast,  these leaders of “Religion”  take  “The First/Most”  within society and 
thus Yahweh  cannot  work through them.  This is as we read in The Bible,  where Yahweh shall make these people  
“The Last/Least”  within  “The New Society”  of The Millennium  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30). 
An argument,  used by these fraudsters in a vain attempt to justify their actions would be  errantly  quoting Acts.2v17  
(being a quotation by Peter taken from Joel.2v28-29),  given to greatly delight the rapturous and expectant audience! 
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I give an answer of some 20,000 words in my commentaries to that contextual section of Acts,  which should be read,  
however I quickly answer it here. 

Let me untangle all this!    
Firstly,  completely  ignore  what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  erroneously ‘teach’ us. 
Joel was speaking of  “The Lord's Days”  (where each day is of 1000 years,  2Pet.3v8),  especially in context  
Joel.2v31-32  to be speaking specifically of  “The Lord's Day”  (of same units)  coming  (= The Millennium)  that is 
immediately preceded by  “The Great Tribulation”  of  Dan.12v11-12 and Rev.19v16-21  to deliver Rev.20v1+. 
Peter quotes this because he is thinking of JC's so very recent successful advent  (of  ministry/lifestyle/{ransom 
sacrifice}  that becomes  “the beginning of the end”  to Satan's hold over The World  (Luke.10v18).  Perhaps at the 
time,  not specifically realising he was speaking in the  “Time Domain”  by prophecy,  but they would understand later, 
as Paul  understood  some 20 years later  (Heb.4v4).  Yahweh was speaking through Peter's exuberance in prophecy to 
mean The Whole Gospel Age of  “The Last Days”.  Where  “Days”  is plural,  but  “plural”  often  only  means  “two”  
(for example  “time, times, and half a time = 3.5 years).  Paul later,  when writing Hebrews,   realises this means 6000 
years split into about 4000 years pre-JC and about 2000 years post-JC to yield The Gospel Age  (Heb.4v1+). 
Please also read my many inter-verse commentaries to John chapter 11 that expand on this subject by prophecy. 
It is interesting that our  charlatan Christian leaders in citing Acts.2v17 in an attempt to  'justify'  their wholly  insincere  
activity have ignored the fact that Peter was  speaking about himself  (after what JC had just done)  –  as being part of  
The Gospel Age including  its beginning.  He was certainly  not  specifically implying this would be occurring at  “The 
End”  of The Gospel Age,  as insinuated by these  charlatan Christian leaders  'milking their farmed cattle'! 
I could greatly expand this section on feigned miracles  (of which I have done in a dissertation entitled “faith healing”),  
but it will make this dissertation become so long,  and yet I should have written enough here for  “the sensible people”  
to recognise  “a performed scam on a grand scale”  that occurs throughout The World today! 
“God holds you in the palm of His hand” 
I quote what I heard today  (plus many other  self-indulgent  things,  given on  “Sunday Worship”,  25/Sept/2016)! 
Quite simply:   “No, -  He does not!” 
Because equally,  it can be simply stated  “most Christians jumped out of it,  years earlier!”   (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34). 
Yet our leaders will not state  “The Disclosing Truth”,  because it is wholly alien to what internally drives them now! 
However Yahweh recognises these things,  and has  not  written-off  these congregational members to ultimately reform 
to become  “Christ-like”  when given some  correct and accurate  guidance and material by  “The Proven Righteous,  
Early  Adopters”  in The Millennium.  The Bible constantly tells us throughout,  it is  only  “The People  wholly 
fulfilling  Yahweh's Desire”  that are within  “The Palm of Yahweh's Hand”.  Therefore,  the quote given by a  worldly 
Christian leader to beguile his enthralled audience is at present,  a  self-indulgent  nonsensical/bogus  claim,  made by a 
fraudster  (claiming to represent God)!   Yes,  he does represent  'the present god of this world'  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4) 
because what he states  frustrates/opposes  Yahweh from achieving His Goal  (firstly,  it is 144000 TCs). 
“If you do this … ,  then something will occur” 
“Something”  else I heard today espousing the  (supposed)  benefits of pilgrimages  (which is a detestation to Yahweh)! 
The worldly Christian leaders extolling the supposed virtues of a pilgrimage gave examples that:  “They could speak 
about blisters,  learning about each other and singing psalms”,  seemed to be the summed total of  'the exercise'.  He did 
not state that from Yahweh’s point of view it was wholly  self-indulgent  and thus worse than  “a complete waste of 
time”!   Where,  The Bible teaches us by allegoric examples  not  to make pilgrimages,  for example  (1) not to make 
idols of anything,  (2) The Givers of  “The Two Covenants”:  Moses’ and JC’s body being never found (noting Jude.v9).  
The reason is that Yahweh does  not  want  worldly religious leaders bending their devotees’ minds away from what 
Yahweh Desires to yield,  which is  “The Salvation of Mankind”.  Some examples we see today:  The Turin Shroud,  
supposed saints’ body parts,  a presupposed appearance of Mary in some ‘arbitrary’ location,  and so many more 
completely fallacious and ridiculous claims made by leaders trying to have a mystic hold over the gullible devotees!   
All this is  an  abomination  to what Yahweh  ‘is trying to’  (actually “shall”)  achieve over our  “2 part life”!    
The religious leaders who  partake in these abominations  are  abhorred by Yahweh,  and closely boarder between  
worldly  and  charlatan  Christian leaders!   I would certainly not want to be in their shoes in their time of judgment! 
Moreover, those Christian leaders who remain silent on such practices are equally condemned as to be condoning them! 
As stated here,  acting like a clairvoyant in  his/her  mystic utterances, this religious leader  (as do all of them)  ‘bottle-
out’  at the crucial position in their sermons with the phrase (or such-like)  “something will happen”!   To have  “the 
hanging lure”  in the air  (Eph.2v2)  so the anticipating audience can hang whatever personal worldly interpretation 
upon the  “heap of nonsense”  that has been just been spoken earlier in the ‘sermon’.   They  never  teach what Yahweh: 
“Really wants people to do”,  because  worldly Christian leaders do  not  want to lose their  meal ticket  (see my 
commentaries located at John.6v60-66)!    
Another example would have been a sermon I heard on  “Sunday Worship”  11 Sept.2016,  BBC Radio 4  entitled  “The 
Power of Peace”.  They really did not have clue about what they were speaking,  talking about people causing pain and 
suffering within The World  (effectively sanctioning this in suggesting this is God's World in their ministry)  and that we 
are to become peacemakers  (supposedly to  “work at peace”  by presumptuously doing Yahweh's job for Him).    
To end the sermon with these words: 

“It is never enough to talk about peace. It is never enough to believe in peace. The real task,  the only task,  is 
to work at peace – As Jesus said; ‘Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God.” 
(Note this is a  fraudulent inference  of what I was stating earlier about being called  “Children of God”.) 
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To end with that statement as the conclusion of their sermon speaking about the pain and suffering in The World and 
endorsing political intervention supposedly to stop political activity  (yielding pain and suffering)  clearly shows these  
worldly Christian leaders have  not  the faintest idea  what is Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  (1Tim.1v7, 6v20)! 
Neither do they realise that we must  never  be partaking in  third party  (political)  peace-making  (see later)! 
Let me very briefly go through from the vantage point of  “1st Century Christianity”  teaching,  and  not  from the angle 
of  “worldly Christianity”  presented in this cited sermon,  detested  by Yahweh. 

1. “Peacemakers”  is referenced at Matt.5v9,  noting this verse and the whole local context is  not  “physical”,  
but  “spiritual”,  as were  all  JC's parables  -  because JC always teaches about  “The Mind”  and  not  “The 
Physical”.   Please see my local commentaries for each of the contextual verses. 

2. Paul teaches us:  “Not to meddle in other people's affairs” (1Tim.5v13),  Solomon at Prov.20v3, 26v17. 
So our  worldly Christian leaders ignore Bible instruction and replace it with their own  (Rev.22v18-19)! 

3. It must be clearly understood that if we are aiming to represent Yahweh,  then we must  not  become embroiled 
in worldly political affairs.  Especially true when  The Politicians”  on either side will certainly ensure that all 
information will be  “coloured”  and given on  “a need to know basis”  and thus,  if we  'stick our nose in'  then 
it will be  'cut off'  by one of the parties.  Importantly it badly taints what we teach about Yahweh,  if we 
become partisan by appearing to support one side or the other in our supposed  'peace-making'. 

4. Yahweh teaches us through his correct agents  (and  not  worldly Christian leaders)  that we should  not  be 
embroiled in controversy  (1Tim.2v8, 3v3, 6v3-6, Titus.1v7-9, 3v2, 9,  noting our exemplar at 1Pet.2v18-24). 

5. We realise from  (4) that our  “peace-making” is twofold  (i) “The Word of God”  reforms The Mind  (both:  
Ours and the hearkening recipient)  and  (ii) in our ministry we are moderate and cause no offence in the way 
we  accurately  present  “The Word of God”  [thereby showing that (i) has occurred within our own mind]. 

6. How can Yahweh achieve his 144000 TCs,  if they contaminate their mind with The Machinations that occurs 
within worldly affairs.  We who are aiming for  “The Goal”  must  not  associate ourselves with worldly affairs,  
whose leaders have  no  interest in  “The Word of God”,  and as such,  we should  not  be identified with them. 

7. Let me explain the  “fraudulent inference”.  Firstly, only John  (a qualified Apostle by Yahweh)  was only 
speaking to a very select set of recipients who had avoided  “the deceptive lures”  of  “worldly Christianity”  
and had remain imitating JC as I have explained throughout this dissertation.   The out of context quotation  
“called children of God”  (Matt.5v9)  was speaking about people who precisely imitated JC’s deportment 
(1Pet.2v18-24)  when  accurately  presenting  “The Ministry of God’s Word”  through both word and deed.  
However,  the recipients of this worldly Christian leader’s sermon were  not  precisely imitating JC’s 
ministry/deportment,  moreover,  they had been taught the opposite,  being to meddle within political worldly 
affairs in the earlier part of the sermon!   Therefore,  this  worldly Christian leader had  transposed  The 
Judgement made by Yahweh  (as to who should be a peacemaker [imitating JC])  unto a judgement made by 
Man upon someone who is meddling within worldly affairs at a political level.   All of this is condemned and 
furthermore,  contrasted by JC in his ministry and deportment! 

Can the reader understand this logical reasoning? 
And there we have it,  briefly explained in the manner how Yahweh would like a sermon to be given  (with suitable 
supportive citations),  and not the  “ill-informed  nonsense”  from a leader giving zero citations  (who,  like his peers)  
represents involvement with Satan's present world.  A practice that validates worldly operations,  by mixing it with 
“God’s World”,  and by implication Yahweh has  'no power'  to reform the situation and  'needs'  us to do it for Him,  
generation after generation!   Absolutely not!    

Yahweh is standing back and allowing  all  worldly people to expose their  “true colours”  (so that in The 
Culmination,  Yahweh is seen to be perfect in the final selection He makes for  “The Early Adopters”). 

It is only  when  He gains His 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  of  “His Methodology”,  then  He will  move-in  
with full vigour through JCg and the TCs to remove the pain and suffering witnessed today  (Rev.19v16-21).  
First,  Yahweh needs His 144000 TCs,  and if they mix themselves in The World then they would be rejected from this 
position  (thus  delaying  “The Onset”  of The Millennium).   These leaders of Christendom have  no  Authority,  and 
forfeited their right to represent Yahweh when they choose  not  to read  The Bible  and  not  to carefully reason upon  
“The Word of God”  as I have very briefly shown here.  I go into very much more detail within my  inter-verse  
commentaries to The New Testament. 
And my point – with regard to this section,  is the sermon  “The Ending”  left  'in the air',  where nothing was explained 
within the sermon  (but was only supporting worldly methodology)  and ending on a wholly unexplained quotation  -  
that then becomes associated  (from the sermon)  within precisely what Yahweh does  not  want us to be involved! 
The implication from the word construction of The Quote above,  is that we must not talk peaceably,  not even to 
believe in peace,  But we must work at “peace”  by implication physically “Stick our nose into other people's business”,  
being specifically what The Bible tells us  not  to do this!  We give  “The Word of God”  and if rejected,  then we walk 
away  (Luke.10v10-11, Acts.13v51, 22v23)  so that we do not inflame the situation,  and thus remain  “holy/blameless”.  
We must realise that  it is our ministry in teaching “The Word of God”  that is peaceable through our  words,  where we 
do this because  we  believe  in The Peace that The Millennium will bring  (when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs)   of 
which we work by canvass to make it a reality.   
If we understand this,  then we realise this  worldly Christian leader is  again  teaching:  “The Opposite”  to what The 
Bible tells us!   Then to supposedly endorse:  “The Opposite to what The Bible teaches us”,  and as if a height of 
extraordinary brashness,  this leader takes  out of context  a quotation from JC to support  “worldly physical”  in 
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contrast to what JC was teaching about  “Yahweh's spiritual”! 
How so very bad is that!    

But this is a  common trait  that runs through  all  Christendom's sermons,  none  of the leaders know nor 
understand what they should be teaching,  because  they do  not  study The Bible  to the required standard to 
correctly represent Yahweh,   and by misrepresenting Him,  then by default,  they must represent Satan! 
We are either  “For Yahweh”  or  “Against Yahweh”;  The Bible teaches us there is  no  third position! 

It makes me cringe,  and want to  curl-up inside when I hear such dangerous rubbish spoken by people having been 
ordained by The World to speak worldly things for pleasing the worldly ear  (2Tim.4v3-4)!   But after  curling-up  with 
absolute horror at what I so often hear,  then I  spring-out  fighting  (Eph.6v11-17)  to combat such irreverence to  “The 
Word of God”  and to what JC  ‘is trying’  (and  “Shall”)  achieve in The Environment,  but it will not be through the 
present hordes of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders for the last some 2000 years!    

It will only be through  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  proven in adversary  (John.16v1-4, 
2Tim.3v11-15)  during the previous Gospel Age  (of some 2000 years)  accurately teaching  “God’s Word”  in 
The Millennium! 

“Personal ministry” 
Now a common occurrence,  where a member of the public stands up to give an account of how they became a  
(worldly)  “Christian”  (knowing no better at the time)  by some route  (often through personal self-imposed adversary  
[either being ignorant,  or having  ignored  what The Bible distinctly teaches us as  gifts/favours/benefits {= grace}  to 
protect us from The World]).   Notwithstanding some people are born into a  bad/difficult  environment to push them 
into an onerous lifestyle,  which is precisely why we need The Millennium  (never  taught today)! 
Then once giving a 5 minute speech to complete their  “personal ministry”,  they sit down  –  often to rapturous 
applause from fellow members of the congregation  (thinking likewise)! 

Is this what The Bible means when it speaks about  “personal ministry”?   
     (As proclaimed by our  worldly Christian leaders for a worldly return  [see later].) 

By now based upon previous examples,  the reader should know  “The Answer”  to that question! 
No!   Absolutely not! 

Firstly in the above,  replace  “Christian”  with  “Muslim”  or  “Hindu”  and exactly the same account could be written a 
'million' times over,  but these people of other religions are  absolutely  not  representing what  “Yahweh Desires”,  and 
thus likewise the  “Christian”  member of these  worldly Christian congregations,  equally does  not  represent Yahweh!    
Yet it is  not  their fault  (Rom.16v17-18),  but it is the fault of the leaders  nurturing  this type of  'ignorant'  attitude  
(noting the warning at Luke.12v46-48). 
We should analyse what the words   “Personal”  and  “Ministry”  in a Bible Context  (and  not  in a worldly sense). 

“Personal”  means,  “we take responsibility in what we do  as an individual  (either good or bad)”. 
“Ministry”  means,  “give an account about something” 
      (Either  a  “personal ministry”  of ourselves  [Man],  or  a  “personal ministry”  promoting Yahweh’s Aims.) 

Therefore,  we now need to reference the above definitions to what The Bible teaches us. 
Some useful references as  'headings'  for many other citations underneath would be  Gal.1v10-12, Heb.5v12-
14  with warnings at 1Cor.4v7-8.   

Furthermore: 
Learning specifically  “The Detailed Background”  of JC and of The Apostles  (which is never taught today),  
that enabled them to yield an  effective  “Personal Ministry”,  of which Yahweh approved. 

It is only when applying the above,  does it teach us of the  wholly deviant nature  of the  worldly Christian leaders 
promoting this kind of  “Personal Ministry”  which sadly underwrites  “worldly methodology”.    
Why?   Because it  “speaks of The World”  in the manner as could be said of  any  religion  (to support  “Religion”  in 
its generic meaning as being adversarial to Yahweh’s Plan).  All of which speaks  nothing  of  “The Supporting Under-
Structure of God's Word”  that  underwrites  Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”  (noting 
the warning of 1Cor.9v16),  which brings  true  glory/honour/worship  to Yahweh. 
Sadly these people who  stand-up  to give  “Personal Ministry”  in the manner initially described,  are so misguided as 
to what Yahweh truly desires,  because of the  fraudulent activity  of their  (worldly)  Christian  “Ministers”  spinning 
God's Word to  minimise  what Yahweh truly desires,  which is  to yield His  “Early Adopters”  that brings forth  “The 
Salvation of Mankind”.  Sadly,  Yahweh cannot achieve His  “Early Adopters”  either through  the  sincere  “Personal 
Ministry”  (but devoid of any substance pertaining to  “The Real Gospel”)  given by the deluded devotee,  and  certainly  
not  from  the  fraudulent  “Personal Ministry”  given by the  worldly Christian Leader that has fraudulently taught this 
was an acceptable  (to Yahweh)  “Personal Ministry”  given by the deluded devotee.    
That should be enough to substantiate this topic,  without more explanation  (else these explanations become so long),  
please see other sections in this dissertation  (for example “Faith”)  to  'put more flesh on the bones'  regarding this 
subject. 
“Look after your precious soul.” 
The word  “soul”  is a common denominator between all religions,  which is not to be unexpected when the common 
denominator  “Satan”  is operating through  all  of them,  hence JC’s instruction through John at:  Rev.18v4 ! 
Let us get to grips with this one,  because it is deliberately given mystic interpretation so that religious leaders can have 
a  self-indulgent  hold over their devotees.  This mysticism is especially enhanced when our deviant bible translators 
deliberately switch from  “life”  to  “soul”  for the  one/same  Greek word  only to  perpetuate and emphasise  “The 
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Mysticism”  created by their very  unhelpful  and wholly  unprofessional  efforts!    
That completes my whinge,  now let us investigate what  The Bible  tells us  (something our religious leaders seem 
unable to do,  because they prefer Man’s ruminations and  not  Yahweh’s Word,  as posed by Paul at Gal.1v10-12)! 

Where did  “The Problem”  start? 
It started at Gen.3v1-5 in direct counter to what Yahweh stated at Gen.2v17. 

Satan (Opposer)  gave  “The Lie”:  “You shall not die”,  in direct contrast to Yahweh stating:  “You shall die”! 
We therefore witness leaders of  “Religion”  have chosen  “Satan’s Lie”  in preference to  “Yahweh’s Disclosing Truth”! 
Well they would,  would they not?  –  It sounds better! 

They can make more money from speaking  “A Fraudulent Lie”  than speaking  “The Disclosing Truth”! 
No one wants to be told: 

“You must ultimately,  precisely imitate  JC  else you will be annihilated!” 
Because,   “very few people”  today want to  “precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”! 
Furthermore,  “The Required Work Load”  freely given,  to make that a personal reality! 

JC teaches us about  “The Truth”  at John.8v33-58,  noting he was speaking directly to  “Leaders of Religion”. 
Before we methodically go through a  few  of many  Bible citations that underwrite what the word  “soul”  really 
means,  then I would like to state:  “For The Record”  precisely what the word  “Soul”  means: 

“Soul”  =  “Conscious existence” 
Where the  (1) spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  (being what uniquely defines  “us”  as an  “individual”)  
operates within a  (2) functioning physical body  (where that  physical  body can either be  [i] fleshly DNA based 
[human]  or  [ii] celestial/heavenly  [as presently is JCg’s and Satan’s],  1Cor.15v35-55). 

Quite  “simple”  really,   -   in fact:  “Very simple”! 
Nevertheless,  to our leaders of “Religion”  it is something they  ‘cannot define’  -  well obviously they cannot when it 
seems,  based upon present exposure,  they appear to be in league with Satan  (John.8v44,  as stated by JC in the local 
context of  “Religious Leaders”)! 
Let us go through the citations in The Old Testament,  and then apply them to The New Testament  (hence Paul's 
comments at 2Tim.3v15-17,  but what  self-declared  “Christian”  does that today?). 
Gen.2v7. 

The first place in The Bible,  we immediately have  “The Two Parts”  precisely described so clearly for us: 
“Fleshly Body  +  The Breath of Life” 
= “The Conscious Existence”  
= “Fully operational physical body”  having  “a spirit/personality/desires/traits/character”  in it! 
Further endorsed by the vision given at Eze.37v1-20. 

Lev.5v2, 15, 7v18  (and many more could be given in the same theme). 
“If a soul touches something …”   We must realise this describes a  “conscious reasoning person”  who is able 
to  physically touch  an object!   It is  not  an ethereal  “something”  that aimlessly wanders about in the ether 
of The Universe!     Moreover,  not like a supposed  ghost/phantom  that presumably  “passes through things”.   
This is  (1)  “physical touching”  and  (2) having the  conscious/reasoning  ability to  make a  decision  to,  or 
not to,  “touch”!        Hence,  “a conscious existence”! 

Judges.16v16. 
“… so that his soul was vexed unto death.”   This is an account of Delilah repeatedly asking the  one/same  
question of  “an alive and well bodied”  Samson:  “What makes you so strong?” 
Obviously, Samson was physically alive and he almost wanted to kill himself,  as a possible means to stop 
being a  “Conscious Existence”  recipient to Delilah’s incessant nagging about the source of his strength!   
Hence,  Samson was  “a conscious existence”! 

1Sam.25v26. 
“And now, …  as your soul is living … with your own hand ...”  
We read here that this soul  “is living”  and has a physical extension called a  “hand”  that can be moved! 
I really must state the obvious  (of which  worldly Christian leaders cannot mentally understand;  the  foolish 
teaching at their seminaries  destroys their natural reasoning,  they seem to have been turned out:  'brain dead'). 
The Bible tells us that this:  “Conscious existence”  has its hand  physically  restrained. 

2Kings.2v2, 4v30. 
“But Elisha said:  as surely as Yahweh is living and your soul is living,  I will not leave you.” 
Elisha tells his teacher  (Elijah)  that he will never leave his teacher while he is still living,  inasmuch while  
Elijah's  “Conscious existence”  is still functioning  (= living)  then Elisha will stay with  “a living human”  
(able to still teach something through both word  [out of a physical mouth]  and  physical works). 

Job.10v1. 
“My soul loathes my life … “ 
Job was experiencing  much physical pain  and he felt moved to say that his  “Conscious existence”  detested 
the  “functioning state”  of his physical body that was presently operating in  agony/suffering. 
If it was as our  worldly Christian leaders state,  being an ethereal thing without a body,  then it would not be in 
a position to feel physical  pain/suffering  that only a  “Conscious existence”  can experience,  because of the 
physical nerves endings connected to the brain through the physical spinal cord! 

Psm.22v20, 59v3, 63, 86v14  (and many more could be given in the same theme). 
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“Save me from the sword, my precious soul from the paws of dogs …' 
The other references are very much on a similar theme,  of David being very concerned about his enemies 
taking away his life,  by killing him.   He would not be worried if it was as falsely taught by our  worldly 
Christian leaders,  because they could not physically hurt an  'ethereal thing'  by a physical sword! 
Hence David was worried about losing his  “conscious existence”  =  “Life”!  

Ecc.l9v4-5. 
“There is more hope for whoever is among the living … know nothing … because all memory is forgotten.” 
Solomon,  the wisest man,  effectively says:  When we are dead,  we are as nothing!   Hardly what our  worldly 
Christian leaders state  –  perhaps they think they are wiser than Solomon!   Of course,  they  errantly  do! 
Solomon therefore states:  “A conscious existence”  is better than a dead person,  knowing nothing! 

Eze.18v4, 20. 
“All souls are Mine (= Yahweh)  … The soul who sins is the one who dies.” 
Clearly, this person is alive,  because if  he/she  sins then they die!   Hardly what our  worldly Christian leaders 
state,  when they seem to think that a soul cannot die!   
Nevertheless,  we know that a  “Conscious existence”  can die! 

Eze.33v13-14. 
“... when I resurrect you” …  "I will put my spirit within you  ...”  
Firstly  “The Physical”,  and then  “The Spiritual”,  precisely the same as was stated at Gen.2v7,  being the two 
parts that make a  “Soul”  the  (1) physical and  (2) spiritual  to make a  “Conscious existence”. 
Notice it is  not  “The Spiritual”  first,  but rather  “The Spiritual”  requires an  “operational physical body”  
first  for the  spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  within which to operate  (therefore nothing ethereal can 
exist without first  “The Physical Body”).   Therefore,  what does this conclusion state about the religious 
nonsense that our all our  “Leaders of Religion”  erroneously state,  being demonstrably  wholly ignorant  on 
their supposed subject matter! 

How many examples do I need to present to validate what I state? 
By now the reader should be  ‘getting the drift’  of what The Bible is  really teaching  us,  which fully endorses the 
correct definition of:   “Soul”  =  “Conscious existence”  that I gave originally. 
Moreover,  quite simply  “The Question”  should be asked: 

Why  would Yahweh desire any other definition? 
How does any other definition  righteously  fit within  “The Grand Scheme”  of  “Mankind’s Salvation”? 

So I ask our  (in)competent religious  scholars/theologians  to righteously suggest an alternative  (obviously supported 
by copious Bible citations,  as I am able to give,  and to fit a  harmonious/righteous  scheme to yield  “Mankind’s 
Salvation”,  as thoroughly  explained/described  on  “FutureLife.Org”)! 

If not,  then they should  “Shut-up”  and accept  “The Obvious”  generated by  “The Evidence”!    
But most importantly,  now educated by  “FutureLife.Org”  then they should start teaching it with fidelity! 

This is precisely  “The Procedure”  in  “The Science Community”,  be firstly sceptical and then  test/evaluate  “The 
Evidence”  for its validity,  but that does not seem to work like that in  “Religion”! 
Generally,  as we have and do witness,  they: 

Ignore  “The Evidence”  and kill the person presenting  “The Evidence”! 
Hardly what Yahweh would desire!     
So how can they represent:  “The Righteous Yahweh”? 

They are clearly  not  “The Spokespersons”  of Whom they claim to represent  (but are of another entity,  
having those characteristics,  2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, John.8v44)! 

Now we have gained  “The Knowledge”  from The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament),  as we are instructed by Paul at 
2Tim.3v15-17,  then we can replace  “soul”  by  “Conscious existence”  (or by the word  “Life”  as do our  worldly 
translators do for  precisely the  one/same  Greek word  [in some places]).  We can replace “soul” with  “life”   (or 
better with  “conscious existence”,  to exclude  “vegetation”)  in  all  the other places within The Bible,  both The Old 
and New Testaments to gain  the correct understanding  as was within the scribes’ minds. 
“Casting out of demons.” 
This practice sadly occurs in Africa and within a few other places in The World,  where the populace is kept untaught. 
These rogue  (charlatan) Christian leaders charge exorbitant fees for a fraudulent service!   They  falsely  claim the poor 
unfortunate children passing through their natural growth stages in life have demons within them!   These are lies,  
perpetuated by  charlatan Christian leaders to gain much financial wealth,  sufficient in some instances to fund their own 
private jet airplanes to  quickly reach their next victims!   Not only do they charge the parents,  but they put the 
unfortunate children through significant torture in the  false  delusion this must be done to remove the demons  (where 
JC and the apostles had  never  behaved in such manner,  Mark.1v24),  and in the extreme,  they kill the child! 
This goes so very far beyond all limits of what is acceptable to Yahweh,  and these leaders will  never  be resurrected 
into The Millennium,  being deemed as charlatans to  “The Word of God”,  because JC would  never  behave like this! 
Thus,  they are  “Betrayers to The Word of God”  (Rev.19v16)  having  “Blasphemed against the HS and thus cannot be 
forgiven’ (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32)  - it being better they  ‘had not been born’   (Matt.26v24). 
“Yahweh and JC are the same Entity.” 
This is  “The Greatest Lie”  perpetuated by our  worldly Christian leaders,  not supported by any text in The Bible,  but 
very much the opposite.   We are taught that:  Yahweh and JC are wholly separate reasoning Entities,  but united by  
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“The  One/Same  Cause”  of which I state  (because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  know what it is):    
“The Most Righteous Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”  that is  “To ultimately yield a perfected society into 
The Eternity.” 

Which I equally explained to be an expression of the HS  (please see my accurate definition given earlier). 
“As usual”,  we must start with  “What does The Bible tell us?” 

And  “as usual”,  we  must  ignore  what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39),  having 
previously passed their very sparse Godly  'knowledge'  through  “The Mincer”  of  Rev.22v18-19  to yield a  ‘wealth’  
of  “worldly knowledge”,  that they then disseminate for a  worldly return  (thereby reinforcing their worldly spirit, 
Eph.2v2).  
We should start at  “The Beginning”:   
Gen.1v26:  “Then God said:  Let  us  create man”. 
We read of  plural  “Entities”   with the word  “Us”,  being the result of a discussion  between two reasoning  Entities. 
Clearly one Entity would  not  state  “us”  if the entity had no other partner,  unless showing schizophrenia symptoms! 
Surely our  worldly Christian leaders are not suggesting Yahweh is suffering from  “schizophrenia”?! 
Now let us move to the next supporting evidence:- 
John.1v1:  “In the beginning was The Word,  and The Word was  'the specific god'.” 
The observant  ‘bible scholar’  will notice the additional word  “specific”. 
Yes  –  it is my addition,  being an addition I deliberately put into my translation whenever The Greek word  “ho theos”  
(nominative)  is used in The New Testament. 

Why do I do this? 
I now explain something that is  wholly unknown  (at 2016 CE)  by our Greek Scholars and Christian Theologians for 
the last some 1800+ years  (because it has  never  been taught during this time). 
“Ho theos”  recognised as  “The Nominative Case”  always means  “god  relative to  The Context”. 
“Theos”  of the  Genitive,  Dative and Accusative  always means  “Almighty God – Yahweh”. 

Thus:  Nominative  “ho theos”  is a  “Relative Pointer”  based upon context. 
And:  Genitive, Dative and Accusative  “Theos”  is an  “Absolute Pointer”  and  always  points to  “Yahweh”. 

This  “Understanding”  came as a flash to me when working with microprocessor machine code  (in about 2003 CE)  
when I was considering relative and absolute stack pointers.  I had for the previous five years or so,  tried to understand 
the apparent inconsistencies within The New Testament in relation to  “Theos”,  so I was already primed to discover the 
solution when I did!   I then applied the same understanding to  “El”  within The Old Testament,  and precisely the same 
understanding dropped out  -  as I explain in my thesis untangling  “Isaiah”,  equally given on this website. 
I then wrote a dissertation where I took every location of  “ho theos”  in The New Testament and analysed the context,  
it was like a revelation of a  3-Dimensional  vista suddenly jumping out from a  2-Dimensional  text! 
We now realise from John.1v1 that  “the relative pointer”  of  “ho theos”  points to JCg as being  “the specific god”  of 
“The World”  (being The Context of John.1v1-4),  where The Greek word for  “World”  is  “Kosmos”  (StrongsTM = 
2889)  which means  “decoration/adornment”,  being precisely what  “Life”  is,  upon what was originally a barren 
rocky, gaseous and watery planet. 

From this knowledge,  we understand that JCg took upon himself  “the primary responsibility”  for  “Life”  on 
this planet under the guidance of Yahweh,  his Tutor. 

Thus,  JCg experimented with DNA to create  “Life”,  where JCg uses the physical laws of Nature created by his Father 
Yahweh,  to create  “The Building Blocks of Life”.  This is precisely why JC  volunteered  (and was  not  “sent”,  the 
Greek word  “apostello”  StrongsTM = 649,   means  “set apart”  [“put forth”]  which by extension,  can be “Facilitated”)  
to rescue his creation from Yahweh's  “inviolate law on sin”,  that itself maintains peace, security and harmony within:  
“Yahweh's Universe”. 
It becomes so obvious to an open and reasoning mind,  yet  “not obvious”  to a mind taught to become  firmly shut  (to 
reason operating upon “The Evidence”)  that occurs in our so many religious seminaries  (Matt.23v15),  else be 
excommunicated,  or even executed  (in days gone by)!   What they do is just so bad,  behind the  ‘wonderful’  charade! 
Let us continue with  “The Evidence”  as only given by  “The Bible”  and  not  by “Man”  (of spiritually blind gurus)! 
Matt.4v1-12:  We have details of a mental contest between JC and Satan. 
If we first carefully examine the details,  as I meticulously explain in my  inter-verse  commentaries at the given 
citation,  these are  very subtle suggestions  that a person in a weakened physical state could misconstrue within the 
mind as being very helpful recommendations to ‘fast-track’  “The Plan for Human Salvation”.   By contrast,  actually 
when reasoned through,  they are flawed at the lowest level.  All this is explained elsewhere.   The Reason why I give 
this example is that our  worldly Christian leaders  (not understanding “ho theos”)  state  ‘this was God’  on Earth being 
tested by Satan.  What they cannot seem to grasp,  is that Yahweh as  “The Almighty God”  cannot fail  because He is  
“good and perfect”  (Luke.18v19, Deut.32v4, 2Sam.22v31-33, Matt.5v48, etc.),  and further,  He physically cannot die 
to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  (inasmuch Yahweh is unchanging  [actually in a  “spiritual”  sense,  and by 
implication “physically”],  then He cannot die,  Mal.3v6, James.1v17).   Therefore,  Satan obviously knowing Yahweh 
could never sin,  then he would not even bother to test JC  (if JC was “God”)  because it would be an utter waste of 
time.  However,  because he knew that JC was  not  “The Almighty God”  (and like  Adam/Eve  beforehand, hence 
1Cor.15v45, 1Tim.2v13-14)  then possibly JC could become enticed  (again Luke.18v19,  showing the two  different  
Entities)  by what appears on the surface to be very  'helpful'  suggestions to supposedly move things forward! 
Matt.26v39,42:  “… O my Father (Yahweh),   if it be possible, let this cup pass from,  nevertheless not as I will,  but as 
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thou  (= singular Yahweh)  will.” 
This is clearly  “one reasoning entity”  being submissive to  “a higher Entity”.   
Simply the text describes  two  different  reasoning  Entities,  where one entity freely chooses to fulfil  “The Will”  of 
another reasoning Entity.  It cannot be starker than that! 
John.20v17,19:  This is the time immediately after JC was resurrected into his  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (not 
based upon physical DNA,  but something that we humans as of yet cannot understand),  where importantly,  he was  
not  in His Father’s Body,  but JCg’s  own body  within which he physically operates in a different body to that of 
Yahweh. 
Thus: 
     We have a  different mind (previous citation)  and a  different body (this citation),  tells me this is a  different Entity! 
And when JC was in his new  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as  “the specific god”  of us,  and  not  “The Almighty 
God”,  because as we are told at Ex.33v20  “any person seeing The Almighty God will die”,  and yet the disciples did 
not die when seeing JCg in his new  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body.  Clearly JCg was  not  Yahweh,  but as we are 
told:  JC is  “The Interface/Mediator”  between us and Yahweh  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5,  again two different Entities),  so 
that we do not die  -  hence a  different  entity! 
Those are a few obvious examples that teach us about Yahweh and JC operate as two separate reasoning Entities,  who 
are  both working together  to righteously yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  through a 2 part physical and 2 part 
spiritual life  (never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  –  because they just do  not  understand it)! 
Interestingly our  worldly Christian leaders will point to one place in The Bible  (Col.2v9, “theotes”,  StrongsTM = 2320)  
that states  “Godhead”  to supposedly underwrite the Trinity myth.  It actually means nothing of the sort,  but rather the 
correct translation is  “Godlike/Divinity/{God Entity}/{Having the character of God}”  because: 

If  that word meant  “Godhead”,  
Then  based upon  standard  Greek construction it perhaps it would have been an amalgamation of  “Theos”  
and  “Kepouros”  (StrongsTM = 2776)  being  ‘God seizing headship’  (supposedly over other entities).   

Sadly,  we are plagued  by errant  ‘knowledge’  rolling around the minds of people supposedly claiming to represent 
Yahweh,  and reproducing  falsehoods  as presumed ‘knowledge’.  It is as though we are in  “The Dark Ages”,  well 
actually we are with regard to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire today,  because our  worldly Christian leaders have 
brought  “The  Name/Character/Authority  of Yahweh”  into utter disrepute by their shenanigans.  Yet worse,  it is their 
worthless/senseless  dribble/ramblings,  dragging  “Yahweh’s  Character/Authority”  around in the filth and dirt of their 
own mind before disseminating it out into The World,  where  non-Christians  look at what is then presented and they 
justifiably turn away in disgust!   
 
Example 6. 
They claim to be  “professionals”,  yet,  unlike their secular counterparts,  have  no  precision in what they  teach/do! 
And if self-claiming to be  ‘professionals’  in a secular trade,  they would be  booted-out  of a secular job by their 
employer as being wholly “unprofessional”,  which is exactly what Yahweh will do at the end of The Gospel Age! 
I ask the reader to  carefully listen  to  worldly Christian leaders giving their usual sales spiel of worthless content. 
They have been  trained  to answer  a question in the following manner: 

“I believe:  … … … … … …” 
They  never  start with: 

“The Bible states: … … … … … …” 
There are a number of reasons for this religious  'professionally trained'  response/humbug: 
  1. They feel protected,  because any person can have an opinion,  irrespective of how nonsensical it may be! 
  2. They do not know their subject matter sufficiently well enough to quote anything useful! 
  3. They do not want to be held to what The Bible states! 
  4. They do not want to believe  “The Contents of The Word of God”,  so they ignore it  (and thus forget it)! 
  5. They prefer to be beholden to what  “They Think”,  in contrast to what Yahweh  “Teaches Us”! 
  6. They want to befriend the paymasters (= The Public),  but not to edify  “Mankind”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
  7. They only care about their public image and thus  “give to receive”  -  hardly  “agapao”,  but  “eros”! 
  8. They feel secure behind paper doctorates to talk with apparent authority,  but to Yahweh,  they have  zero  authority! 
  9.  Feeling protected behind “education”,  but theirs is  fraudulent/worthless  (Matt.23v15 in contrast to JC, John.7v15) 
That is enough for our consideration! 

That is  “The Point”  -  item 9! 
They know the members  “The Public”  do not study The Bible,  and these leaders make certain their devotees do not 
either,  to ensure the devotees  remain  “ignorant and deluded”,  so the devotees do  not  become a future threat to these 
leaders' security of income and prestige!   Also they are safe from their peers,  being that they are all in the same 
fraudulent boat together,  knowing it is not wise  'to cast the first stone',  when  'they are  all  living in glass houses'  
(because they can all remember  Matt.12v25-26,  Mark.3v24-26, Luke.11v17-18)! 

Thus feeling safe,  they can say anything without rebuke from any quarter!    
And that is  almost  true,  except there are a  very few  people who know The Bible much better than do they,  and more 
importantly,  understand it  'infinitely'  better than do they,  and are not frightened to  speak-up  for  “The Word of God”  
(Mark.8v38, Luke.9v28).  To shout out:  “The Emperor has no clothes!”   (Recalling to mind one of Aesop’s Fables). 
When I listen to a  worldly (or worse, charlatan)  Christian leader give a sermon,  then I can detect a scriptural error in 
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almost every  second/third  sentence that comes out of their mouth!    
Please see my audit reports on some of their sample transcript sermons on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  (of which I 
have  100s more  to audit when I have the time)!   

That is possible,  only because I know and understand my subject  much better  than do they!    
Importantly,  you the reader could be like me  –  if you too studied The Scriptures. 

Best of all,  would be to read The Gospels and Epistles on this website:  “FutureLife.Org”  to understand precisely what 
was in The Mind of The Scribes;  –  you will  not  get this  in its totality  from any other source on this planet! 
Naturally,  they know more than I do about what the  spiritually blind  gurus/sages  since 325 CE have invented to 
please an  animalistic/carnal  mind,  but who really wants to learn that,  if we truly want to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire?   

Surely,  we should  only  study The Bible,  not Man’s wasted efforts to patronise vain  self-indulgence! 
 
Example 7. 
They always  “Get the wrong end of the stick”! 
They confuse: 

“The Physical with the Spiritual”  and  “The Spiritual with the Physical”  in almost the same breath! 
What do I mean? 
An example of what they get correct: 
JC’s many parables are very obviously to be understood as allegories: 

They recognise JC’s Spiritual teaching using physical examples as The Spiritual. 
For example:  “The Sower”,  “The Prodigal Son”,  “hiding light under a bushel”,  etc. 

Therefore, while we agree here at the high level,  I wholly disagree with some of their more low-level understandings as 
to what these specific parables really mean!   I direct the reader to those specific sections in The Gospels that explains 
what JC was really teaching us – because as usual,  our leaders of Christendom bend the interpretations into an 
unrighteous mess! 
Let me take a few examples located at Matt.5v2-12 and Matt.25v32-46 where our leaders of Christendom now  
“Change the Rules”,   they effectively state:  JC is now teaching us at a physical level! 
No!   JC is only after turning The Mind away from worldly methodology,  unto Yahweh’s Methodology that can only 
come from  “The Word of God”  rewiring our mind (synapse connections)  so that we think like JC,  and thus deliver 
commensurate works to yield new TCs.    JC is not launching out at  “the physical”;  see what he taught about  “The 
Dead burying The Dead”  and  “You will always have The Poor,  but not me”!    Again, it was all “Spiritually” aimed! 
By example then I wish to explain verses v35-36,  which is effectively repeated at v42-43. 
JC  (by allegoric representation of our neighbour)  speaks about being: 

1.  hungry and given food 
2.  thirsty and given drink 
3.  stranger and was befriended. 
4.  naked and was clothed. 
5.  sick and was visited  
6.  prison and came  

We are taught by our leaders of Christendom this is  “The Physical”. 
No!   JC was teaching  “The Spiritual”  by using the physical allegory! 

I explain in much detail within my commentaries at these citations what JC was really teaching us. 
However,  here is an overview: 

1.  hungry  (= a person not knowing how to precisely imitate JC’s deportment) 
and given food  (= a TC will show a lifestyle that imitates JC). 

2.  thirsty  (= a person not having  “The Knowledge”  as exclusively sourced by Yahweh) 
and given drink  (= a TC will accurately teach  “The Word of God”). 

3.  stranger  (= a person unknown to  “God’s Kingdom”  that is operating within the mind of the TC) 
and was befriended  (= a TC invites a neighbour into  “The Family of TCs”  by teaching God’s Word). 

4.  naked  (= a person operating according to worldly methodology) 
and was clothed  (= a TC teaches now the person is to change their  spirit/personality/desires/traits). 

5.  sick  (= a person made ill by  “worldly methodology”  controlling their life) 
and was visited  (= A TC will spend time to explain  “1st Century Christianity”  as a cure to the mind). 

6.  prison  (= a person’s mind was confined within the walls of  “worldly methodology”  -  could not escape) 
and came  (= a TC explained Yahweh’s Methodology,  the key for release from The World’s Prison). 

That explains precisely what JC was teaching us at Matt.25v32-46,  and a similar set of allegories is expressed during 
his teaching of  “The Beatitudes”  at Matt.5v2-12 of which I thoroughly explain at my local commentaries to a very 
great depth. 
So as with all JC’s parables and illustrations he used  “The Physical”  to explain  “The Spiritual”  as I show above. 
Likewise,  with JC’s teaching on  “Gehenna”  (being a transmutation of  “The Valley of Hinnom”),  JC uses The 
Physical practice to teach about The Spiritual mind  (= “us” as individuals,  being what makes  “us”  as  “individuals”).   

“The Physical”  layer of  “The Valley of Hinnom”  was a place located outside Jerusalem,  where the city’s 
municipal waste was burnt,  and sulphur (brimstone) was used to aid combustion,  by increasing the burning 
temperature.   Moreover,  and this is what is important,  the carcasses of criminals were placed there and burnt 
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to nothing,  their ashes  ‘being lost for ever’  within the general waste of the city.  
Thus,  JC was using  “The Physical”  to explain  “The Spiritual”. 

“The Spiritual”  teaching was to explain what will occur at  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  for all those 
people who  “remain as criminals”  outside  “The New Jerusalem”  (Rev.21-14,  22v15-17). 
Where  “The New Jerusalem”  is  not  a physical city of stone,  but rather it is  “Yahweh’s Organisation”  
consisting of “The Kings/Priests”  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4)  ruling over  “The Resurrected World”,  teaching 
and maintaining  “Righteousness”  throughout The World  (= People’s 2nd part of their physical life). 

‘Spelling this analogy out’,  then JC is teaching us: 
If  the resurrected person does not personally reform their mind during The Millennium,  by refusing to imbue 
“The Word of God”  and start to precisely imitate JC’s deportment,   
Then  this person shall become an  “outlaw”  outside  “The Rules and Regulations”  (= Yahweh’s 
Methodology”)  as imposed upon  “The Resurrected World”  by  “The New Jerusalem”  (= JCg, 144000 TCs, 
The Prophets and supporting celestial angels)  then this person shall be annihilated at  “The 2nd Death”. 

“The Mind”  that refused to reform will become  “eradicated”  when the physical body is removed! 
Now we understand what JC was really teaching us,  then let us analyse how leaders of Christendom perpetually  ‘grasp 
the wrong end of the stick’,  showing them to  “hopelessly”  “spiritually blind”! 
In the 1st Example  (Matt.5v2-12 and Matt.25v32-46). 

They promote The Physical  (because they operate with a “worldly mind”)  to deluded devotees as  “A Show”  
of supposed charity,  when actually  (1) They are worldly rewarded for this  and often  (2) they have jumped in 
a parasitic manner onto  “the efforts”  of a genuine member of The Public who has operated in real charity to 
make the event occur! 

In the 2nd Example  (Gehenna). 
They promote The Example,  JC used for “Gehenna”,  as being a physical reality of our future,  namely that of  
“fire and brimstone”  of  (supposed)  “everlasting torture”  of which we must  “pay them now” -  so that we 
may not be exposed to “torture”  in  “purgatory”. 

No - to both these given examples! 
JC is  still  using  “The Physical Examples”  to explain  “The Spiritual Requirements”! 

They:  “Just do not get it!” 
They  “do not get it”  because their mind is so bedded down within worldly methodology! 

Now the reader can recognise the schizophrenic nature of the mind within our leaders of Christendom  (James.1v6-8),   
Therefore,  I ask the reader. 
            Can you start to see  “the corruption”  percolating out of the efforts,  of a bent mind yielding deformed works? 
They are just so incredibly  “spiritually blind”  because they have no intrinsic interest in discovering  “The Truth”  that 
becomes the reason why they behave in this manner.   They  intrinsically  “do not want to reform”! 

How can I state so categorically that they have no intrinsic interest in searching for  “The Absolute Truth”? 
Because: 

I only required a few  decades  to write  “The Absolute Truth”  as  freely given  to The World on  
“FutureLife.Org”  at what is to become  “The Close of The Gospel Age”. 

By contrast: 
Their institutions have had many  centuries  to discover  “The Same”  and yet they have not,  but by contrast,  
they have generated  “unrighteous nonsense”  of which they then impress by force upon The World and  charge 
a fortune  for  “worthless trash”  over  “The duration of The Gospel Age”  (regarding our  “Salvation”)! 

I hope the reader can understand where I am going with this! 
I am only teaching what JC and the  “1st Century Apostles”  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”,  and by consequence,  
the reader can understand why  “The Leaders of Religion”  detested JC and the  “1st Century Apostles”! 
The Reader can also understand why so many  “Early Christians”  were persecuted and killed,  under the direct orders 
of  “The Religious Leaders”,  precisely as were The Prophets before JC’s 1st Advent  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34),  
because they were all teaching exactly  “The  One/Same  Thing”! 
Every day when I listen to The World’s media,  I hear a  worldly Christian leader spout out a load of  “unrighteous 
nonsense”  to support  “worldly methodology”  in  the pretence  they are promoting Yahweh;  it is like  “sweet poison”  
and makes me feel quite ill listening to them.  It is my internal righteous anger that drives me to write as I do! 
I then think again to what JC was teaching us,  The World is  “ill” and confined within  “prison”  made precisely so 
when listening to them  –  of which only  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  wholly imbued by ardent searching  
(Matt.7v7-8)  to become  “The Lord/Master of our mind”  can  “set us free”  (John.8v33-36)!   Once having this  
“Knowledge”  then it is our personal responsibility to broadcast it and not hide it under a bushel  (Matt.5v15, 
Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33). 
 
Example 8. 
Scholars from Universities and Seminaries  “Demonstrably choose  not  to understand their subject matter”! 
As viewed by Yahweh in His assessment of these very worldly and yet intelligent people! 
Exhibit A. 
I added this example on my Rev.1  (18 Jun 2018)  after watching only a small part of a Program on “Quest” last night 
entitled  “Biblical Conspiracies”  being a program put out to merely embolden worldly fantasies of Bible relics.  The 
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point of this example I give is what a lady professor stated and then quoted John.11v50 to the television viewers to 
support her theory  (but she had wholly ignored the context of the earlier,  but one,  verse at John.11v48). 
To be fair,  she mangled the last part of v48 and the last part of v50  (practising Rev.22v18-19)  to place a spin on what 
The Bible teaches to endorse her worldly view.  This is a  pandemic practice  of academics within  “Religion”  -  but 
much less so in The Science Community,  because what is stated in science can be physically tested.  By contrast,  no 
one in the religious community has any interest to  “Spiritually test anything”  for  “Righteousness”  by witness of their 
output – of which I now expose! 
Her point was flawed at two following levels. 
1.  Firstly,  she stated  “JC was handed over to the Romans”,  making it seem the Romans demanded to have JC so they 
could execute him!   No!   If she knew her Bible  (which she must have done to partially quote John.11v47-53)  then she 
must have realised that it was the other way around!   The Jewish leaders wanted JC  “Dead”  (Luke.22v2)!   By 
contrast,  The Romans tried at least three times to release JC  (John.18v31, 18v39-40, {John.18v38, 19v4, v12}).  It was 
only when The Jewish Leaders  “held ‘a gun’ to Pilate’s head”  did Pilate capitulate to their demands at John.19v12. 
2.  Secondly,  she quoted John.11v47-53 in a manner that Caiaphas was genuinely concerned about The Jewish Nation’s 
future!   She having ignored the facts that JC healed The Centurion’s servant Matt.8v5-13,  and further,  JC’s teachings 
at Luke.13v1-5 would have all been relayed back to Pilate  (by his spies checking out this new  “People’s Leader”).  
That is specifically why Pilate could state so quickly  “I find no fault in this man”,  he had been  ‘stalking JC’  for the 
last 3 years,  to ensure that he was  not  inciting The Public against The Romans! 
She had spun about what Caiaphas really stated  (being that of a personal self-indulgent interest  [as had she])! 
What Caiaphas stated in v48 was,  these religious leaders would lose their hold over The Nation that is why he stated 
his main concern first – he  (and they)  did not want to lose their position of  ‘sucking dry’  the people!    
Let us ask the question: 

Why would the Romans take them away  (= the leaders)  and the people?    
We must realise  “The Religious Leaders”  were supposed to be controlling The People  on behalf  of  The Romans.   It 
was standard practice for The Romans,  when having invaded a country,  to then find co-supporters within the leaders of 
The Country to work  ‘hand in glove’  with The Romans.  Afterwards,  The Romans would only have need to provide  
“The Policing”  and extract  “The Tax”  from the occupied country,  and The Native Leaders would then receive  “a 
back-hander”  to maintain this cosy relationship  (all  “worldly leaders”  living on the backs of The Populace). 
The Sadducees at the time,  were the domination religious force having  ‘got into bed with The Romans’  some 50 years 
or so earlier when The Pharisees had been kick out of political power,  because they would not form this cosy 
relationship with The Romans  (hence sorely grieved,  both religious parties hated each other,  witness what occurred at 
Acts.23v10).   So if The People had  “wised-up”  by JC’s teaching then they would reject  “The Religious Leaders”  for 
the con-artists  of which they  were/(are)  and hence be replaced by The Romans finding some other person to control 
the people for them.  Importantly,  from their worldly perspective,  it could perhaps even be JC be used by the Romans 
to replace them,  if he was not prepared to condemn The Romans with his teaching  (noting how JC viewed The World 
at John.6v15, John.18v36,  but The Religious Leaders were not to know that)!   
Just ensuring the reader shall not be naive: 

This occurs today throughout all society in all levels,  especially so in  'non-occupied'  lands! 
That correctly explains v48;  and the v50 is such an incredible verse of which I carefully explain in my local 
commentary to John.11v50,  and have no need to explain it here. 
So we see this scholar and paid to be such,  is quite able to  ‘duck and dive’  within her subject matter.  They can adeptly  
spin  “Truth”  into a  “half-lie”,  something that all scholars are capable of doing if caught in a corner,  thereby forcing 
their interrogator to thoroughly know  “The Same Subject Matter”  better than these worldly scholars to extract  “The  
(little)  Fact from  (much)  Fiction”!   I know  -  I have been there and seen it,  also had to contend with it in my life! 
Exhibit B. 
While we are on this subject matter,  my mind reflected upon what I saw transmitted by another Television program 
concerning a male academic with a  “Doctorate of Divinity”  about  '8 years'  ago.   On this particular episode (of three),  
he was trying to make the point that  “1st Century Christianity”  had really morphed from  other  “local religions”,  one 
such topic concerned a  “Super-hero”   being born of a virgin,  and he proposed this was a  'common'  theme in  
“Religion”. 
However,  I will not be  side tracked  into that  “hearsay”,  but wish to move onto something that is more solid with 
which to  ‘beat this religious scholar’. 
This  “worldly accomplished”  scholar then moved onto  The Apostle Paul's teaching.    
He went on to explain Paul would take consider other people's views and thus mould his teaching to suit the recipient's 
knowledge  (true),  and thus by consequence,  imbued the concepts of foreign religion and morph his Christian 
knowledge to embrace “Religion”  (false).   He then misquoted  1Cor.9v19-21 to supposedly support his conjecture.   
By this time,  I was seething with righteous anger!    
This  “Scholar of Religion”  and completely twisted  “The Truth”  into an  “Unrighteous Lie”! 
     1.  Firstly to deliberately misquote The Bible to support a wholly errant opinion  (just to  pad-out  a TV program)! 
     2.  To wholly ignore The Context that explained why Paul did this. 
Let me very quickly explain what Paul was doing. 
Paul would not always go out to thrust  “1st Century Christianity”  onto people,  but often he would listen to what they 
had to say,  to understand how their mind worked.  Then he would ask questions about what they thought and 
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effectively talked them through what they knew and slowly,  in the process,  he introduced them to  “1st Century 
Christianity”.  The classic example of this would be of Paul’s teaching at Athens about  “The Shrine to the Unknown 
God”  which he bent round to be The Almighty God,  “Yahweh”  and used that to start his teaching  (Acts.17v23). 
Thus Paul  never  changed his mind,  but rather through this process he was able to use  “Strength of Argument”  and 
change the recipient's mind away from  “Religion”  unto  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Exhibit C. 
This was another television program put out a few years ago,  where  “The Religious Scholar”  was making a  sub-
claim/point  that actually “God”  should be a female  “God”  and then cited Jer.44v17-19 of which he quoted sporadic 
parts of this citation concerning  “burning incense to the queen of the heaven”  to supposedly justify his claim! 
This was an outrageous lie for the following reasons! 
     1.  He ignored the context of these citations  (being that The Jews were faithless – because of the action of theirs)! 
     2.  He unrighteously ignored other parts of the citation that told us why they were experiencing  hurt/harm/evil! 
     3.  These are easily outweighed by citations to state  ‘by counter a hundredfold’! 
     4.  It was a stupid point to make,  because Yahweh is a neuter having no need to reproduce! 

“He”  is only used as  “a term of convenience”  by The Scribes,  to show that  “It”  has  “Character/Authority”. 
Thus again we witness a farce as given by  “Religious Scholars”  trying to make a  “fast buck”  (being the proceeds 
from,  and supposed kudos as the result of this TV program)  by twisting  “The Word of God”  that makes these type of 
people a detestation to Yahweh  (because their  driver/motive  is wrong)! 
They are using their  “learning”  to make gain over  “The Populace”  through supposed sophism.  This is termed  
“worldly wise”  in The Bible,  as practised by scholars of whom Yahweh repudiates,  instead He turns unto “The Babes”  
(Psm.8v2, Isa.3v4, Matt.11v25, 21v16, Luke.10v21, 1Cor.3v1, 1Pet.2v2)  who have  not  been mentally scarred at 
seminaries  (Matt.23v15,  noting by contrast John.7v15, Acts.4v13).  In the  one/same  manner as was Saul before JCg 
intercepted him on the road to Damascus  (Acts.9v2-9),  to become The Apostle Paul.  
Exhibit D. 
Bart is another  “Scholar of Religion”,  now a declared atheist,  understandably so,  after being so badly burnt by  
“worldly Christianity”  and has a website to publish his views on The Internet. 
He laid down a public challenge and made a statement of which I now publicise here. 

1.  “I would challenge anyone to explain to me how Luke can be right that the disciples saw Jesus in 
Jerusalem on the day of his resurrection and were told not to leave Jerusalem and never did leave 
Jerusalem until long after Jesus ascended to heaven forty days later, if Matthew is right that the 
disciples were told to leave Jerusalem to meet Jesus (some hundred miles north) in Galilee and they 
did leave Jerusalem right away and did see Jesus only in Galilee.  Did they stay in town the whole 
time or not?  I don’t see how it can be both.” 
2.  Jesus was in a  “state of despair”  at his crucifixion because everything had gone wrong for him! 

I have taken each in turn and unequivocally written ten and four pages respectively;  citing The Bible in detail to show 
just how wrong is Bart's understanding of The Bible,  all of which is located on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
As a generalised conclusion,  I am able to show through my most detailed writings,  our  “Scholars of Religion”  are so 
very knowledgeable,  and yet their head is filled with  “Religion”  and  “worldly sophism”  as sourced by Man,  but they 
have absolutely  no  understanding of how Yahweh's Mind operates!    

Quite simply,  they have  no  intrinsic interest  in understanding how Yahweh's Mind operates!  
Because intrinsically,  their mind has not  “Repented”  they have  not  first listened to John the Baptist! 
They have not become  lowly/humble;  their  “learning”  has made them rebellious to Yahweh’s Requirements! 

By consequence,  they are  utterly incapable  of representing Yahweh’s Interests,  but only of their own interests for a 
worldly return,  showing themselves to be driven by a worldly mind,  hence a  conflict of interests  (Matt.6v24)  and 
sow themselves as being  incapable of being objective  to represent Yahweh.   Then we recall of JC’s warning at 
Matt.23v13 regarding these  (worldly)  scholars heading up seminaries  (Matt.23v15). 
They  'all'  demonstrate  “A lack of Precision”  in their output when supposedly speaking about Yahweh,  because their 
mind is biased to  “Destructively Criticise”,  rather than to  “Constructively Criticise”.   Why?   Because they want to 
generate a  “Straw-man”  that they can burn within their own mind to justify  “Why they should not believe”  because 
the consequences of  “Truly Believing in JC”  meaning  “to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  would be too 
personally painful! 

Quite simply:   “Nothing they output can be trusted at face value!”   (James.3v11-12.) 
Everything that comes out of their mouth or by ‘pen’  must be extensively questioned and interrogated because we 
demonstrably  cannot  trust them as my  very limited examples  clearly show! 

They should do what the science community does with new ideas.   
Test and evaluate first,  never accept at face value any form of given  “hearsay”  else,  we have  “The Unrighteous 
Shambles”  of which we witness within  “Religion”  today that makes a mockery of Yahweh within a  sane/reasoning  
mind  (of the atheist,  forced to  sensibly remain  an  “atheist”  because of what they witness within  “Religion”)! 
As the reader can see,  as I have demonstrably shown throughout all my examples of some 25 pages they  “stealthily 
slide their ideas in,  alongside  The Word of God”  to sow confusion within the minds of their hapless recipients. 
This is what we are told in The Bible at 2Peter.2v1,  I have  copy/pasted  this verse from my translation of The Greek. 
2Pet.2v1:- 
And  there  came to be   
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(= it occurred in each  “Epoch of Israel”,   by example of old prophets,  to then be leading with  “The Warning” … ) 
also  the  spurious prophets    

(= worldly and worse, charlatan Christian leaders yielding the some 42,000+ schisms of  “Christianity”  we have today) 
within  the  populace    

(= these leaders take their position over The People in the manner seen by the apostles   1John.2v18-19, Gal.3v1, 1Thes.2v4-6) 
also  in that manner  they shall be  within yourselves    

(= these new leaders will  grow-up  within The Christian Nation  – “to take”  like wolves  [Matt.7v15, 10v16, Acts.20v29, 1John.2v18-19]) 
the  spurious teachers    

(to yield  “worldly Christianity”  from The 2nd Century CE,  that  wholly covers  The World  today in some 42,000+  schisms) 
who  will  {lead alongside}/{introduce surreptitiously}    

(insidious in approach  –  clandestine in operation,  to give an  “appealing”  Gospel) 
ruinous/destructive  disunions/sects    

(“worldly Christianity”  of some 42,000+  sects will bring  NO  “Salvation” – that can come in our  “2 part life”) 
also  (these worldly Christian leaders)  having  personally contradicted    

(being what God’s Word  really  delivers to us,  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16) 
the  lord/master    

(= JC,  who must control our mind and thoughts to become precisely like him  -  to  accurately  represent Yahweh’s  Character) 
having  purchased  them    

(JC paid for our personal sins during the 1st part of our life  –  on a precise  “like for like”,  =  a direct equivalence) 
inflicting   (upon)   themselves  the  impending  ruin    

(unless personal reform occurs,  these leaders  will  ultimately be annihilated). 
 
This is what The Bible tells us,  and yet our scholars do not like to read this,  so they excuse this epistle written by Peter 
out of their mind by stating  “it is not authentic”;  they claim  ‘Peter did not write this epistle’!    

We can understand why they dismiss what Peter wrote;  when Peter was writing  specifically about them,  (it 
is too close for their comfort)! 

They refuse to recognise the thousands of allegoric prophecies throughout The Bible,  many of which have been 
fulfilled,  that only Yahweh  (= “I make become who/what I choose to become”)  can make possible throughout 
millennia.  Yet while Yahweh is able to demonstrate this through The Pages of The Bible  (and within The Environment 
today,  they then errantly presume Yahweh has not  The Authority/Capability  to make sure His Word remains Authentic 
as given by The Respective Scribes and placed within His Handbook for us to read!   
Our scholars have  not  “The Wit”  to realise in The Culmination that no charge can be made at  “Holy Yahweh”  by any 
entity,  the accusation shall not be:  You had not the ability to keep Your Word intact and by consequence misled us!” 

No accusation of  “Unrighteousness”  can be made against Yahweh throughout  “All Time”! 
So we can sensibly reason:   
     (1) Our  “Worldly Religious Scholars”  choose not to recognise Yahweh's Sovereignty to make The Above a reality! 
     (2) They choose to ignore  “The Lattice of Interconnecting Knowledge”  that validates Yahweh's Sovereignty. 
     (3) Thus,  they prove themselves rebellious of mind  (Rom.1v16-32)  and rejected by Yahweh for rulership, 
This has by necessity to be shown to The World  -  it must be lived out in our lives,  else we would state:   

“It could never occur!”   (Supposedly,  because we are  ‘too perfect’  to make mistakes in our life!) 
The reason why they behave like this: 

It is solely done to  “gain a worldly return”  by giving a perceived semblance of  “Authority”. 
Yet it is all a worldly sophism that has no validity when interrogated by someone who thoroughly understands the 
subject matter,  all of which I carefully explain through some 4,000,000 words as given on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
These scholars  could  be like me,  when they have read the contents on my website and  then hearkened unto it. 
 
This is only some 28 pages as a simple start into what could so easily have been 280 pages. 
I could have expanded the present contents,   also added so many other topics,  to expose the delinquencies of our  
worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders at  “The Very Close”  of The Gospel Age,  having demonstrated their  
(lack of)  credentials to correctly represent Yahweh over the last some 1700+ years.  They spin God’s Word into a soup 
of their  own  creation  (Gal.1v10)  that becomes a mere subset of  “Religion”,  having none of  “The Refined Teaching”  
as given by JC and  “The 1st Century Apostles”,  that will ultimately and righteously yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
That is  “Why Yahweh  detests  leaders of Christendom”  having proved themselves  “useless” (Rom.1v16-32),  to be  
“fraudulent confidence tricksters”,  “rogue traders”  with  “The Word of God”,  acting as  “spiritual paedophiles”  
(Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2)  “living as parasites”  off The Populace throughout The Ages  (as records show). 
They  all  shall be rejected from future office  (Luke.20v16)  having not even the sense to follow the advice as given in 
Luke.16v1-8 (excusing it not to mean them),  and thus shall personally experience vehement accusations from their 
resurrected congregational members pointing a finger at their former Christian leaders exclaiming:   

“Why did you keep all this knowledge  (specifically of  “Sonship”)  away from us in the 1st part of our life!” 
These leaders did  not  care to accurately represent Yahweh,  but preferred only to represent themselves,  by  
“physically living off God’s Word”  (as a profession,  Matt.6v24)  for  “filthy lucre”  rather than  “spiritually 
inculcating God’s Word”  and becoming   “a changed person”  to exist into The Eternity! 

They  choose  to understand  none  of it  (“agnoeo”)! 
Why? 

The repercussions of changing The Mind to precisely imitate JC would be personally too painful! 
They have a vain “hope” of “something”,  but no “expectation” of  being  “The Heirs” over “The Inheritance”. 
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That is specifically why Yahweh rejects them for future office  (Luke.20v16). 
 

This is  “The Charge Sheet”  for  “Christendom in The Dock”! 
This also becomes  “Its Epitaph”  when it is replaced by  “1st Century Christianity”  presently  only  within the minds 
of  “The Early Adopters”  (Luke.17v21),  and yet shall cover the entire planet in  “The Imminent Millennium”!   Amen! 
 
I invite a carefully written response by critique from any brave  “soul”  to the above,  with copious Bible citations to 
support any counter defence to my observations made during my  Audit  of Christendom’s output! 
 
Let me make this final point by means of some questions: 

If the reader witnessed a garage mechanic put water into the car engine and oil into the radiator,  would you not 
warn other people not to go to that specific garage mechanic with their car? 
Alternatively,  would you remain quiet and allow other people to be hurt by the actions of that  “rogue trader”? 

What course of action does the reader think I am taking? 
 
 
That completes my penultimate article explaining as to why we are in such an abysmal mess,  and now I shall introduce 
my final exposition entitled  “Whom does Yahweh really want”  to become our Goal in life! 
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